
Good work done by RPF Asansol Division for the 
Financial Year 2022-23 (up to 31st May) 

1. Operation “SEWA” 
Medical assistance by RPF 
On 01.4.2022 train no. 12302 DN arrived at ASN PF-5 at 08:00 hrs left at 08:03 

hrs.One passenger namely Srichand Tekwani (Male-55 yrs), S/O-Chaturmal Tekwani  

of Govind nagar distt - Kanpur (UP)mob 7235935404,B-2 berth 52 ex Kanpur to 

HWH, got down at ASN rly. Stn. for taking tea, trying to board in train in running 

motion but he could not board due to his hand slipped. He went under the wheel 

and his right leg got amputed from knee and left leg got injured badly. The injured 
person sent to District hospital Asasol for treatment through rly ambulance escort by 

officer & staff of GRP & RPF. The injured person admitted in MSW bed no 206 under 

Dr Md Ahmad .The above matter informed to his son namely Rahul Tekwani mob 

7860838527 & co-passenger namely Sanju mob 9839101313. 

 

2. Operation “AMANAT” 
On 27.03.2022, on duty staff of RPF post Jasidih noticed that one featured old 
mobile phone had been fallen down at PF No. 02 of Jasidih Railway station.  on being 

asking  no claimant came forward to claim for it. Later a phone call was received on 

recovered mobile and the caller was the claimant of recovered mobile and also 

revealed that his mobile phone was dropped during boarding in the train No. 08183 

UP and he will receive his mobile phone after 01 OR 02 days. On 01.04.2022 the 

actual owner of the recovered feature mobile phone appeared at RPF/POST/JSME 
and identified his mobile. The recovered mobile phone was handed over to the actual 

owner after proper documentation and acknowledgment. 

 
3. Operation “SATARK” 

On 01.04.2022, in connection with the seized 55 Nos. of “Laila” country made liquor 
300 ml each kept in plastic hand bag valued Rs. 40/- each. Total Valued Rs. 2200/-

each, this is to report that on 01.04.2022 train No. 13207 UP  arrived on PF No. 01 

of Jasidih Railway station at about 19:10 hrs. During round of officer and staff of 

RPF Post Jasidih are on checking of the train No. 13207 UP, coach No. EC198357 of 

Kalka end of Jasidih Railway station, they noticed that one plastic bag was in 
unclaimed condition. On being asked nobody came forward to claim that plastic bag. 

Hence on being searched the bag and recovered 55 Nos. of  bottles “Laila”  country 

made liquor 300 ml each kept in plastic hand bag valued Rs. 40/- each. Total Valued 

Rs. 2200/-. Therefore, he seized that liquor items at 19/20 hrs under proper seizure 

list and brought to RPF Post Jasidih for further legal action. The seized liquor 

handed over to Excise/Deoghar. 



 
4. Under Operation “YATRI SURAKSHA”. 

On 01.04.2022 at about 22.00 hrs. basis on intelligence regarding 
suspecious movement of one notorious criminal at Rani Jhansi Railway 
ground, near Loco Maszid under PS-Asansol(North), the STF team, 
RPF/Asansol have shared the same information with Duty Officer Asansol 
North and assembled as Joint team near the vicinity. Accordingly, at about 
22.15 hrs, the joint team cordoned the vicinity and could able to apprehend 
the suspect. During interrogation the person disclosed his identity as Md 
Sabir @Ghora S/O Rustam Khan of upper Qureshi Mohalla, PS- Asansol 

North. On body search the team could able to recovery of One improvised 
iron made Pipe Gun (10”) loaded with one 8 mm Live ammunition from 
underneath of his left waist.  On interrogation, he disclosed that he was 
awaited  there with the view to snatch personal belongings from passing by 
local people or to snatch in running train just after departure from Asansol. 
As per recovery and confession, the recovered Arms and ammunition were 
seized on the spot and taken into custody for the offence punishable U/S 
25/27 Arms Act.  During interrogation, it has also been confessed that he is 
habituate criminals of snatching of mobile phone in running trains and the 
arrested persons previously prosecuted from Asansol North PS. In thid regard 
a case vide no. 131/22 Dated 01.04.22 u/s 25(1)(a)(b)/27 Arms act has been 
registered at Asansol North P.S. 

 
5. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 01.04.2022 at about 20.05 hrs., on duty staff of RPF Post Panagarh 
recovered one luggage bag from T/No.12341 UP Agnibina Exp. After recovery 
the bag brought to RPF Post Panagarh and informed to actual owner of the 
bag. On date 02.04.2022 the owner of the luggage bag namely Sk.Sarifuddin 

Vill+PO- Kolkol, PS-Galsi, Dist- Purbo Burdwan(WB) came to this office with 
a written application. The bag was handed over to actual owner of the bag 
after proper verification & documentation. Valued Rs. 2,000/-. 

 



6. Under operation “SATARK” 
On 02.04.2022 at about 04.00 hrs on getting secret source information 
regarding illegally carring of lequor in GS coach of T No.12331 UP. Officers 
and staff of RPF Post Madhupur attended the train Just on arrival at PF 
No.02. During checking recovered 30 no's bottles of liquors brand as 
"EmBoss" in two pitthu  bags total valued Rs- 3570/-. under operation 
"SATARK". Passengers were asked to find out the actual owner of the bag but 
nobody came forward to claim the same. After observing all legal formalities 
seized the Pitthu bags in prasence of available witnesses and brought to RPF 
Post Madhupur for further legal action. The seized liquors forwarded to excise 
department Deoghar for legal action. 

 
 

07. Under operation “AMANAT” 
Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 03.04.2022 at about 04.26 hrs on getting information from Central Cabin 
/Madhupur regarding leftbehind of Mobile phone by a passenger who was 
travelling by Train No. 22844 DN , B-1 in seat no.37  on duty officer and staff 
of RPF/Madhupur attended the train at Madhupur Rly station and recovered 
one Samsung mobile phone and brought to RPF Post Madhupur. Later 
informed to passenger. After received the massage passenger namely Pawan 
Kumar Sharma, S/O Anadi Prasad Sharma of Lalmil, Patna, Bihar attended 
at  RPF/Post/Madhupur  and  handed over to actual owner of the mobile 
phone after proper verification and confirmation. Value of the mobile phone 
was Rs.25,000/-(Approx). 

 
8. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 29.03.2022, on duty officer and staff of RPF Psot Jasidih noticed that one 
black colour trolley bag as unclaimed at PF no. 02 of Jasidih Rly Station. 
Further asking for the trolley bag but no claimant came forward to claim it. 
Further brought to RPF post Jasidih. On 03.04.2022 actual owner of the 
recovered trolley bag Valued Rs. 12,000/- namely Arvind Allen sent his 
representative for collect the trolley bag. His representative appeared at 

RPF/POST/Jasidih and given a written representation for received the trolley 
bag. The trolley bag has was handed over to him after proper verification and 
documentation. 

 
9. Operation “Nanhe Fariste” 

On 03.04.2022, on duty officer and staff of RPF OP/Simultala noticed one 



minor girl was weeping and moving alone at PF No. 01 of Simultalla Railway 
station. On being asked the minor girl reveal that he had came at Simultalla 
without any intimation to his parents and also disclosed her identity as 
Roopmani Kumari, F-15 yrs, D/O- Khublal Ray, R/O- Pahariya, PO- 
Pahariya, PS- Chandan, Dist-Banka, Bihar. Accordingly rescued the minor 
girl and sent to RPF/POST/Jasidih. Hence, the rescued minor girl was 
handed over to Child Line Deoghar on proper documentation. 

 
10. Under Operation “YATRI SURAKSHA”. 

On 03.04.2022 at about 20.35 hrs. basis on gathered intelligence regarding 

assembling of some notorious criminals near Asansol Railway station  PF no. 5/6 of 

Kalka End near Loco ground mortuary under Asansol North P.S, the STF team of 

RPF/Asansol. Accordingly, at about 21.25 hrs, the joint team of STF/RPF/Asnasol 

and North PS/Asansol cordoned the vicinity and could able to apprehend 05 nos. of 

them where as remaining 3-4 unknown managed to flee away taking advantage of 
open ground & Railway Track.  However, during interrogation disclosed their identity 

as (1) Md Saddam @Raja (28) S/O Md Jalil Khan of Khanpatti, Asansol North PS. (2) 

Md Ehtesam @Bora Pappu (42) S/O Lt. Md Nashim of Makku Mohalla (3) Mujahir 

Sha (28) S/O Abid Sha of Nawatar PS-Barbadda Dhanbad (4) Binod Bauri (35) S/O 

Lt. Manohar Bauri of Tiluri PS-Saltora Bankura (5) Uttam Sutradhar (48) S/O 
Bhabani Sutradhar of Bhabaniganj PS- Kakartala, Birbhum with recovery of 

lethal/Deadly weapons like (1) One country made pistol loaded with one live Round 

(2) One country made Pistol loaded with live round (3) Draggar about 12" (4) Knief 8" 

(5) 4 ft iron Shovel was recovered from their possession respectivrly. On 

interrogation, they disclosed that they assembled for committing Dacoity in any night 

bound trains in running condition between Asansol-Dhanbad Railway Section. They 
could have boarded in running trains for the purpose after just departure of the train 

from Asansol. As per recovery and confession, all the recovered items were seized on 

the spot and arrested them there off. In this regard a case vide no.137/2022  Date- 

03.04.2022 U/S 399, 402 IPC & 25/27 Arms Act has been registered at Asansol 

North PS. 

 
11. Under Operation “YATRI SURAKSHA”. 

Incident of TOPB 
On 04.04.2022, at about 03:35 hrs getting information from RPF Train escort 
party of Train no.12334 DN (Vibhuti Express)  regarding detention of one 
suspected person at Jasidih Railway station PF No. 01 near Parcel gate, 
when the detained person was trying to flee away from running train. Officers 
and staff of RPF Post Jasidih immediately attended the spot and took over 
the detained person. On being asked, the person disclosed his identity as 
Amit Kumar, M-28 yrs S/O- Ashok Kumar Verma, House No. 73 Maya 
Sadan, Hanuman Tirki, Ward No. 05, Deoghar, PS- Deoghar Town Thana, 
Dist- Deoghar (Jharkhand) but on interrogation, he failed to give any 
satisfactory reply and also failed to produce any journey authority in train. 
Further, on searching recovered 03 nos. Old & Used Mobile Phone (OPPO, 
Nokia and SAMSUNG) valued Rs.20,000/- and Liquid cash Rs. 58,755/- 
Total Rs.78,755/- from the possession of said detained person. On further 



interrogation he failed to give any satisfactory reply in support of his 
possessed articles, rather, he confessed that he boarded in train No. 12334 
DN (Vibhuti Exp.) at Jhajha Railway station and he obtained the above 
articles by stealing from the train passengers. Hence, seized the stolen 
materials under proper seizure list in presence of available witnesses. 
Subsequently, the arrested person has been handed over to GRPS/Jasidih 
for further legal action. In this connection GRPS/Jasidih registered a case 
vide no. 28/2022 dated 04.04.2022 U/S 414 IPC. 

 
12. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Retrained of Left Behind Bag 
On 04.04.2022, on duty staff of RPF Post Jasidih at baggage scanner 
machine at Main Gate of Jasidih Railway Station noticed an unclaimed one 
trolley bag. Since, no one claimant present there. Hence, the unclaimed bag 
was recovered and brought to RPF/POST/Jasidih. After some time one 
person namely Sanjeet Kumar Singh of Vill + Post- Bindi, PS+Dist- Banka 
(Bihar) attended RPF/POST/Jasidih and claimed the bag. Subsequently, the 
recovered trolley bag was handed over to actual owner after proper 
identification and acknowledgement. Value of the recovered bag is 
Rs.30,000/. 

 
13. Under operation “AMANAT” 

On 04.04.2022, getting information from SCNL/Asansol that left behind of a 
bag of a passenger who was traveling by Train No. 22460 DN, coach no. B-7. 
Officers and staff of RPF Post Madhupur recoverd the bag after arrival the 
train at Madhupur Railway Station. The recovered bag was brought to RPF 
Post Madhupur containing mobile and cash and the bag handed over to the 
passenger after proper verification and documentation. Value of the 
recovered bag is Rs.18,000. 

 
14. Recovery of Left Behind Bag 

On 05.04.2022, on getting information from RPF/Post/Jasidih regarding left behind 

of a bag of a passenger who was traveling by Train No. 13006 DN, coach no. B-3. 
Officers and staff of RPF Post Madhupur attended the train on arrival at Madhupur 

Rly Station and recovered the bag  containing some eatable items and ladies 

cosmetics items and brought to RPF Post Madhupur. Later on, one person namely 

Anuj Kumar Gupta of Allahpur, Prayagraj having mobile no. 9793476165,  Later , 

after interrogation, the recovered bag was handed over to the owner of the bag after 
proper verification and documentation. Value of the recovered bag  is Rs.8,000/-. 



 
15. Operation “SAHYOG”. 

On 07.04.2022 as per requisition of SI/Srikrishna Chouhan of Crime 
Branch, GRPS/Mumbai, STF/RPF/Asansol has rendered all sorts of 
assistance in connection with GRPS/Vasai Road case no. 187/22 U/S 420 
IPC, 66 C & D of IT Act to them and further STF/RPF/Asansol team collected 
present whereabouts of Bikram Mondal of Kalajharia, Dist-Jamtara. 
Afterthat, a joint raid was conducted in the dwelling house of Bikram Mondal 
of Salaiya, Kalajharia, Dist-Jamtara and arrested with affecting sizure of (1) 
04 nos. mobile phons with SIM cards (950877110 & 7782018230) utilised to 
commit crime, (2) Axis Bank business card (3) Illahabad Bank debit card (4) 
Axis Bank’s Pass book of Sabitri Kumari w/o Bikram Mondal which was 

utilized for fraudulent transaction of Rs-98900.00/- of one HC of Mumbai 
police  and other case related documents. Above arrested person shall be 
produced before the Ld. Court, Lohmarg, Virar Vasai, Maharastra and in this 
regard a 04 days transit remand was permitted by Ld. Court Jamtara. 

 
16. On 07.04.2022 at about 22.30 hrs. basis on gathered intelligence regarding 

assembling of some notorious criminals near Asasol Railway station  PF no. 7 
Kalka End near Jhansi Rani Railway ground, the STF team, RPF/Asansol 
have shared the same with Duty Officer Asansol North PS and assembled a 
Joint team near the vicinity. Accordingly, at about 23.05 hrs, the joint team 
cordoned the vicinity and could able to apprehend 05 of them where as 
remaining 3-4 unknown managed to flee away taking advantage of open 
ground & Railway Track.  however, during interrogation they have disclosed 
their identity as (1) Md Salam (M-21) S/O Lt. Ekbal Qureshi @ Chingaria of 
Railpar Qureshi Mohalla (2) Md Taj (M-25) S/O Lt Md Kallu of Gulzar 
Mohalla BPL Qtr- L-10 (3) Haider Khan @ Tinku Khan (M-42) S/O Faruk 
Khan of B C Collage near Pir baba Mazar (4) Amar Supan (30) S/O Lt Raj 
Kumar Supan of Narsimbandh (5) ali Hassan @ Rayees (M-24) S/O Abdul 
Rahaman @ Md Khaza of Sher Talab Triple Tower with recovery of lethal 
weapons like One improvised iron made Pipe Gun (10”) loaded with one 8 
mm Live ammunition and others like Sabbal, Dragger etc. respectively from 
their possession. On interrogation, they have disclosed that they have 

assembled for committing Dacoity in any night bound trains in running 
condition in Asansol-Sitarampur Section. They could have boarded in 
running trains for crime purpose after just departure of the train from 
Asansol. As per recovery and confession, all the recovered items were seized 
on the spot and arrested them there off. In this regard a case vide no. 
144/2022  Dtd. 08.04.2022, U/S 399, 402 IPC & 25/27/35 Arms Act has 
been registered at Asansol(North) PS. 



 
17. Under Operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 08.04.2022 on getting information through Rail Madad regarding left 
behind a bag of a passenger containing cloths and documents in T/No.12383 
UP (Sealdah-Asansol Exp.) Officers and staff of RPF/West/Post/Asansol 
recovered the bag after arrival the said train at Asansol Rly. station and 
brought to RPF Post Asansol. On 09.04.2022 the claimant  namely 
Subhradeep Biswas, S/O Subhash Biswas of Shiv Mandir Korachandigarh, 
Barasat, Dist- North 24 Parganas attended RPF Post Asansol (W) and claim 

for bag. The bag was handed over to the actual owner after proper verification 
and documentation. Value of the recovered bag is Rs.2,000/-. 

 

18. Under Operation “SATARK” 
Recovery of liquor. 
On 13.04.2022, train escort party of train no. 13185 UP  found 01 green 
colour unclaimed trolley bag was lying in suspicious condition  in coach No. 
S-9. Passengers were asked about the said bag but no one came forward to 
claim the said bag. On opening of bag in presence of bonafide passenger, 
found 24 nos. of Beer cane “BUDWEISER MAGNUM”  500 ml each and seized 
the articles, total  valued Rs-3120/. After that the trolly bag with sized 
articles handed over to RPF/Post Madhupur for further course of action.  
Accordingly, on 14.04.2022 the seized items i.e. 24 nos. Beer Cane was 
handed over Excise department/Deoghar  for further disposal. 

 
19. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behind bag. 
On 14.04.2022 a message was received from SCNL/Asansol regarding left 
behind of one leather bag of a passenger namely Rishabh Singh of Rani 
Kothi, Villium  Town, PS+Dist:- Deoghar, Jharkhand, 814112 in  train no-
18619 Ranchi–Dumka Intercity Exp., coach no- B1. Officers and staff of RPF 
Post Dumka attended the train after arrival at PF No- 2 of Dumka Rly Station 
and recovered the bag containing Eye contact lens, medicine, Power bank 
and cosmetics,  Valued:- Rs-4,000/-. After some time elder brother of 
Rishabh Singh (owner of the bag) came to the RPF/POST/DUMKA and 



claimed for Bag. The bag was handed over to owner of the bag after proper 
verification and acknowledgment. 

 
20. Under operation “SEWA” 

On 14.04.2022, on getting information from on duty staff of DRA 
siding/Asansol that one female passenger namly Laxami Kumar Tanti aged 
about 14 years D/O Pardeep Tanti of Soudagar Mistri ward no. 3, Kachara 
mohalla, Mokama, Patna (Bihar), fallen down from T/no. 18183 (Tatanagar-
Danapur Exp) and was lying beside the Up Rly. Track near km. No.213/24 
opposite the DRA Siding Asansol. Immediately officers and staff of RPF Post 
Asansol(W) informed to Dy. SS/Asansol and called the ambulance and he 
was sent to the SD. Hospital Asansol with assistance of RPF staff for further 
treatment under operation “SEWA”. 

 
 

21. Under operation “UPALABDH” 
On 14.04.22, during course of a joint raid by officers & staff of RPF 
Post/Barakar and CIB/Asansol, one person namely-Chandan Kumar 
Shaw(M/30), S/O -Sri Om Prakesh Shaw of Maithan More, PS - Kumardubi 
(OP) under Chirkunda PS, Dist - Dhanbad, Jharkhand has been  arrested at 
the Shop cum travel Agency in the banner of "M.K.Internet" at New Market, 
Kumardubi and found 04 Nos of live Railway Journey cum Reservation E-
tickets valued Rs. 2120.8/- & 02 Nos of used (Past) Railway Journey cum 
Reservation E-tickets, valued Rs.415.4/- together with one old & used CPU 
(Made in China) and one mobile hand set (Samsung) was seized from his 
possession. The arrestee was not an authorised IRCTC Agent. All the E-
tickets were generated from Personal User Id vishkmme2. In this connection 
a case vide No.174/2022 dt-14.04.2022, U/S- 143 Rlys Act has been 
registered at RPF Post Barakar against the arrested person. The arrested 
person was forwarded to Ld.RJM/Court Dhanbad on 15.04.2022. 

 
22. Operation “NANHE FARISTE 

Rescue of Minor boy:- 
On 15.04.2022, on getting information received from SCNL/Asansol 
regarding rescued of one minor boy by the Train Escorting party of 
T/No.12333. The minor boy was roaming inside the train in suspicious 
condition and was standing in Coach no. S-9. The train escort party handed 
over the rescued boy to RPF Post Madhupur for legal action. The rescued boy 



was brought to RPF/Post/Madhupur and during interrogation he disclosed 
his name as Hariom Pandey, Aged about 13 yrs, S/O- Ravi Ranjan Pandey of 
vill- Dharampura, P.O- Darari, P.S- Imadpur, Dist-Ara, Bihar also disclosed  
that he resides as well as  is studying in Satidev Bhasa Siksha Niketan 
School at Bishnupur, Nabadhipdham, Nadia, WB and he  was upset to meet 
his parents as such he left the school. Accordingly the matter was informed 
to his father and Child help line Deoghar. Child help line/Deoghar attended 
at RPF Post Madhupur and the rescued child handed over to him after proper 
verification and acknowledgment. 

 
23. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Rocovery of one bag:- 
On 14.04.2022 at about 19.55 hrs on getting information from on duty 
SM/Jamtara regarding one bag containing one laptop, one mobile charger 
and some old clothes left behind of  a bonafied passenger, who was travelling 
in Train No. 13320 UP in coach no. C-1 and berth no.72. Accordingly, officer 
and staf of RPF/post/Jamtara attended the train on arrival at Vidyasagar Rly 
Station and could be able to recovered the bag and brought to RPF/Post 
/Jamtar. Matter  informed to on duty SM/Jamtar as well as passenger. On 
date 15.04.2022 one lady passenger namely Shikha Kumari S/O Dinesh 
Kumar of Kayesthpara, opposite St. Anthony's School, Jamtara, Distt-
Jamtara(JH) came to the RPF/Post/Jamtara. After due verification and 
documentation the recovered bag containing laptop, mobile charger and old 
clothes handed over to its actual owner. Value of the said items ₹78,800/- as 

per owner. 

 
24. Operation “NANHE FARISTE 

Rescue of two minor girls:- 
On 15.04.2022 at about 09.30 hrs on duty stff of RPF Post Durgapur noticed 
that two guardianless minor aged children were sitting on PF No. 3 of 
Durgapur  Railway station. On being asked she disclosed their names and 
addresses as Priyanka Kumari (F-12) and Kajal Kumari (F-5 years) R/O 
Egarkund Panitanki More, Kumardubi, Jharkhand. They also disclosed that 
they boarded in one train from Kumardubi Railway Station and de-boarded 
at Durgapur Railway station. Immediately contact was made with their 
brother namely Sonu Kumar of Priyanka Kumari over phone number 
(9341171228). Thereafter both the children were brought to RPF Post 
Durgapur. Accordingly matter was informed to Child help Line Asansol. 
Members of Child help Line Asansol arrived at RPF Post Durgapur and 



handed over to him after proper verification and acknowledgment. 

 
25. UNDER OPERATION SATARK 

Recovery of Liquor:- 
On 15.04.22 on the basis of secret source of information, officers & staff of 
RPF/West Post/Asansol checked train no.13155 UP (Mithilanchal Exp) and 
recovered one bag as unclaimed, kept in coach no.D-4 of the train. The 
recovered bag was consisting of Foreign Liquor (i) Royal Stag (Whisky) 10 
(bottle) 750 ml each (ii) Officer Choice (whisky) 45 (Pouch) 180 ml each 
Valued Rs. 12,950/- was seized as unclaimed at the spot in presence of 
available witnesses. The recovered seized foreign liquors were handed over to 
Excise Department, South Circle, Asansol, WB for further disposal under 
proper acknowledgement. 

 

26. UNDER OPERATION SATARK 
Recovery of Liquor:- 
On 15.04.22, at about 17.35 hrs, officers and staff of RPF Post Durgapur 
detained a person who was moving in suspicious at PF no. 01 of Durgapur 
Railway Station. On being checked his trolley bag, recovered (i) 20 bottles of 
country made liquor, 600ml each, (ii) 20 beer cane, 500 ml each, total valued 
Rs. 4400/-. The detaind person disclosed his name and address as Sujit 
Kumar, M-20, S/O Ashok Sah, PS-Maniary, Distt- Muzaffarpur, Bihar. The 
recovered material was seized and the person was arrested. The seized 
material and arrested person were forwarded to Excise department/Kanksa 
for further legal action. 

 

27. Under operation “AMANAT” 
Recovery of Blazer:- 
On 15.04.2022, message received from SCNL/Asansol that one Blazer left 
behind in T/No. 12023 in coach No. D-1, seat No.05. Accordingly officer and 
staff of RPF Post Jasidih attended the train on arrival at Jasidih Rly Station 
and recovered the Blazer. On 16.04.2022 owner of Blazer namely Kaushal 
Sah came to the post for collecting his blazer. Accordingly, the recovered 
blazer was handed over to its actual owner on proper documentation and 
acknowledgement. Value of the recovered Blazer Rs.8000/-. 



 
 

28. Under operation “UPALABDH” 

On 16.04.2022, as per credible source information, officers and staff of 
RPF/Post/Panagarh with the assistance of Local P.S. Kanksa had conducted 
a raid under operation UPALABDH in one shop namely „Siksha Sathi Online 
Centre” situated at Bankati, 11 Mile, P.S.- Kanksa, Dist- Paschim 
Bardhaman (WB).  During such raid, owner of the shop namely Jayasish 
Rakshit (M-34 yrs), S/O Late Shyama Pada Rakshit, R/O Shyambazar, PO-
Bankati, PS- Kanksa,  Dist- Paschim Bardhaman (WB) 713148 has been 
arrested with recovery of 04 Nos. future journey Railway e-tickets valued Rs. 
6,936.45/- and 09 nos. past journey Railway e-tickets valued Rs. 
15,956.85/- , Total value of future and past journey Railway e-tickets is Rs. 
22,893.3/-  which were procured by him using IRCTC personal user Ids 

“KHEPU2019”. He also stated that he has 01 No. IRCTC agent ID i.e. 

“icsceg173672”. In this respect a case vide no. 289/2022 dtd. 16.04.2022 

u/s 143(i) Railway Act has been registered at RPF Post Panagarh against the 
arrested person. The arrested person  Ld.CJM/Paschim Bardhaman on 
17.04.2022. 

 
29. Under operation “SEWA” 

On date 16.04.2022 at about 08.40 hrs, on getting information from 
SCNL/Asansol regarding one ill passenger namely Shivam Sharma, M-25 
Yrs, S/O Ramjee Sharma of Ghosh Market Benachity, PS-Aurobinde, Dist-
Paschim Bardhaman, West Bengal was laying on Platform No- 04 of 
Durgapur Railway Station. immediately officers and staff of RPF Post 
Durgapur  attended the PO and ill person  was brought to S.D.Hospital 
Durgapur by hiring Taxi (arranged by SM/Durgapur) for further treatment. 
SM/Durgapur iddued memo in this regard. 

 
30. Under operation “SATARK” 

Recovery of Country Liquor:- 
On 17.04.2022 at about 14:00 hrs. on duty officers and staff of RPF Post 
Jasidih, noticed one person in suspicious manner concealing his luggage bag 
at PF No.2 near FOB, Kalka end side of Jasidih Rly Station. On reasonable 
doubt detained the person and asked him to show the content in the bag, 
hence the bag was checked and found 06 nos of Foreign liquor, make- 
“BLENDERS PRIDE” whisky-750 ml each, Valued Rs.1050/-. On being asked 



he failed to give satisfactory reply nor he could produce and authority. Hence 
all the recovered articles were seized under proper seizure list in presence of 
available witnesses. Accordingly the person was taken into custody at about 
14.15 hrs under RPF Act. The arrested person brought to RPF Post Jasidih 
and forwarded to Excise department/Deoghar with seized articles for taking 
legal action. 

 
31. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of mobile phone:- 

On 18.04.22 information regarding loss of mobile phone of a bona-fide 
passenger namely Nand Kishore Tiwary S/o Lt.Mahadeo Tiwary of Ek 

Ford Road, Girja, P.O- Sukchar, P.S:Khardah, Kol- 115, PNR no. 271-
5990313, Coach no.S-6, berth no.71, Ex-BSB to HWH of train 

no.12328 DN was received from SCNL/Asansol. Immediately, officers 
& staff of RPF West Post/Asansol conducted a raid and drive at 
Kalipahari colliery sidings and recovered the missing mobile VIVO Y 

95. Later it was brought to RPF West Post Asansol and information 
was given to the owner of the mobile phone as the mobile phone was 

switched on. Accordingly, the owner of the mobile phone namely Nand 
Kishore Tiwari appeared at RPF Post Asansol(W) and stated that he 
had lodged a complaint with GRPS/Howrah vide G.D.Entry 

no.1161/22 dated 18.04.22. As per instruction of ASI Banku Sarkar of 
GRPS/Howrah over mobile phone, the recovered mobile, valued Rs 
10,000/- was handed over to the owner after proper verification. 

 

32. Under operation “NANHE FARISTE” 
Rescue of one minor girl. 
On 19:04:22 at about 19:00 hrs. on getting information  from  SCNL/Asansol 
regarding one minor girl travelling in suspicious manner in Train No. 12301 
UP. Officers and staff of RPF Post Asansol(W) attended the train on arrival at 
Asansol Rly station and found one minor girl aged about 17 yrs. she was 
travelling in suspicious manner and could not tell the purpose of her 
journey. On being asked she disclosed her name and identity as Farha 
Sultana, F/17 yrs, D/O Sekh Jiyaur Rahaman of Baharampur, 
Shyamsundar Raina-1, PS-Raina, Dist-Bardhaman, WB-713427 and 
informed that she fled away from her home and going to meet with her 
Instragram friend. Accordingly informed to Rly child line/Asansol. 
Subsequently the minor girl was handed over to Rly Child Line/Asansol after 
observing all formalities. 



 
33. Under operation “SATARK” 

Recovery of Liquor:- 
On 19.04.2022 at about 17:54 hrs on the basis of secrete source information 
regarding illegally carrying of liquor in GS coach of T/No. 12023 up, officer 
and staff of RPF Post Madhupur & SI/R.K.Pandey of RPF Post Jamtara with 
staff immediately attended the train just on arrived at PF no 2 of Madhupur 
Rly Station at about 17.54 hrs and detected three persons with his 03 plastic 
bags. On being asked they disclosed his identity as (1) Rajesh Kumar M-30 
yrs S/O- Mahgun Prasad  R/O- Ranisarai PS- Bakhtiyarpur, Dist-Patna(BR), 
(2) Karan Kumar M-19 yrs S/0-Sona Ram R/O- Bajitpur, PS- Barh, Dist-
Patna (BR) & (3) Prince Kumar M-18 yrs S/O- Sanjay Choudhary R/O- 
Dayachak nayatola, PS-Barh, Dist-Patna (Bihar)  but failed to give any 
satisfactory reply. On being checked found 305 nos. Laila brand country 
made liquors in plastic bag, valued Rs. 12,200/-.  After observing all legal 
formalities seized the liquors with bags under proper seizure list in presence 
of available witnesses and persons taken into custody. The arrested persons 
with seized liquors were handed over to Excise department Deoghar on 
20.04.2022 for further legal action. 

 
34. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behind bag. 
On 17.04.2022, a message received from IPF/Farakka regarding left behind 
of One Red colour Bag, One Nike Bag (Pithu Bag), One Gold Ring, One Vivo 
Android Mobile Phone with Charger, and One Mixer Grander of complainant 
namely Rahim Shekh, of Vill:- Sainthia, PS:- Amdahara, Dist:- Birbhum,  
West Bengal, 731234 in  Train No:- 13015 Howrah – Jamalpur Kavi Guru 
Exp. Officers and staff of RPF Post Dumka attended the train on arrival at PF 
01 of Dumka Rly Station and recovered the bag. The bag was brought to 
RPF/POST/DUMKA and informed to Owner of the Bag through IPF/Farakka. 
On 19.04.2022, owner of the bag came to RPF/POST/DUMKA and claimed 

her Bag. After proper verification and acknowledgment the Bag was handed 
over to owner of the bag. Value of the recovered bag is Rs.26,000/- 

 
35. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behind bag. 
On 19.04.22, during drive conducted by STF/RPF/Asansol, detected one left 
behind luggage near Asansol Railway bus stand. Accordingly, searching of 
the bag detected one Police Appointment letter inside the bag. After effective 



trailing of the details, the owner could be traced out and identified. On arrival 
of the person at Reserve Coy./Asansol, the recovered luggage consisting with 
personal belongings, cash Rs. 6,200/- and valuable educational documents 
were handed over to the owner namely Sk. Jamiruddin of Pandabeswar with 
proper acknowledgement. 

 
36. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behind bag. 
On 19.04.2022, on getting information from SCNL/Asansol regarding left 
behind a bag of a passenger namely Chanvir Kumar having PNR 
No.6820374711 who was traveling in Train no. 13185 UP. Officers and staff 
of RPF Post Madhupur attended the train and recovered the bag containing 

cloths & Cash, valued Rs. 10,000/-/-. The recovered bag was handed over to 
the owner of the bag after proper verification and documentation. 

 
37. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behind bag. 
On 20.04.2022, on getting information from SCNL/Asansol regarding left 
behind a bag of a passenger namely Ashutosh kumar who was traveling in 
Train no. 12352 DN of D-1 coach. Officers and staff of RPF Post Madhupur 
attended the train and recovered the bag containing cloths, valued Rs. 
2000/-. The recovered bag was handed over to the owner of the bag after 
proper verification and documentation. 

 
38. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behind bag. 

On 20.04.2022, on getting information from SCNL/Asansol regarding left 
behind a bag of a passenger namely Dinesh Maji, Male- 42 Yrs, S/O Dhiren 
Maji of Vill.- Dangala Para PO+PS-Siuri, Distt-Birbhum PIN-731101,(W.B) 
who was traveling in Train no. 03583 UP (UDL-SNT Passenger). Officers and 
staff of RPF Post Siuri attended the train and recovered the bag, valued Rs. 
780/-. The recovered bag was handed over to the owner of the bag after 
proper verification and documentation. 



 

39. Under operation “SATARK” 
Recovery of Liquor:- 
One 20.04.2022, during course of special watch of officers and staff of RPF 
Post Jasidih and CIB/Asansol jointly checked the train no 13331 UP ( 
Dhanbad-Patna Intercity Exp) which was arrived at PF no 02 of Jasidih 
Railway Station and noticed two bags are kept in suspicious condition in 
coach no. SLR/134133 and two persons namely (i)Ram Kumar (M-20) S/o 

Sri Ram Ratan Singh of Pansalla, PS: Begusarai Mufashil, Distt- Begusarai, 
Bihar and (ii) Santosh Kumar, Male, 22yrSs, S/O- Raj Kr. Mahto, R/O- Gohi, 
PS-Barisnagar, Samastipur, Bihar were engaged with handling of the plastic 
bags in suspicious manner. Accordingly detained the persons and on 
searched found total 46 Nos. bottles of Country liquor, make- Royal 
Jharkhand-300ml, valued Rs. 3210/-. Hence, SI/Nandita Biswas seized the 
liquor from the possession of the above named persons under proper seizure 
list in presence of available witnesses and taken them into custody. 
Thereafter arrested persons with seized material brought to 
RPF/POST/Jasidih. Later the arrested persons with seized liquor were 
handed over to Excise Department Deoghar. 

 
40. Under operation “SATARK” 

Recovery of Liquor:- 
One 20.04.2022, during course of special watch of officers and staff of RPF 
Post Jasidih and CIB/Asansol jointly checked the train no 12023 UP 
(Janshatabdi Exp) which was arrived at PF no 02 of Jasidih Railway Station 
and noticed two bags are kept in suspicious condition in coach no. EC-
215582 and two persons namely (i) Sintu Kumar, Male, 23yrs, S/O- Uday Singh, 

R/O- Ward no. 05, Kastoli, PS- Massurchar, Distt- Begusarai, Bihar, and (ii) (ii)Niraj 

Kumar, Male, 25 yrs, S/O- Suresh Poddar, R/O- Ward no. 33, Mungerigunj, Bihar 
were engaged with handling of the plastic bags in suspicious manner. 
Accordingly detained the persons and on searched found total 78 Nos. bottles 
of Country liquor, make- Laila-300ml, valued Rs. 3120/-. Hence, SI/Nandita 
Biswas seized the liquor from the possession of the above named persons 
under proper seizure list in presence of available witnesses and taken them 
into custody. Thereafter arrested persons with seized material brought to 
RPF/POST/Jasidih. Later the arrested persons with seized liquor were 
handed over to Excise Department Deoghar. 



 
41. Under operation “NANHE FARISTE” 

Rescue of one minor girl:- 
On 20.04.22, a minor girl was noticed in suspicious condition by on duty 
officer and staff or RPF Post Durgapur at Durgapur Rly Station. On being 
interrogation she disclosed her name as  Sweta Singh, F-17, D/O - Ranvijay 
Bahadur Singh of Ayma, P. O - Nimpur , PS - Kharagpur , Dist - Paschim 
midnapur (WB) and stated that she arrived at Durgapur to meet with one boy 
but she could not find him. Further matter was informed to her family and 
Railway child line and it came to know that a case no. 219/2022 dt. 19.04.22 
u/s - 363/365 IPC was registered regarding said girl at Kharagpur Town PS. 
Further, Officers and staff of Kharagpur PS attended at RPF Post Durgapur 
and said girl was handed over to ASI/ Puspen Barman of 
Kharagpur/Town/PS for further investigation. 

 
42. Under operation “SATARK” 

Recovery of Liquor:- 
One 21.04.2022, during course of special watch of officers and staff of RPF 
Post Jasidih and CIB/Asansol jointly checked the train no 12023 UP which 
was arrived at Jamtara Railway Station and noticed one bags kept in 
suspicious condition in coach no. D-12 as unclaimed. Accordingly searched 
the bag and found 48 Nos. bottles of Officers Choice (180 ml each) and 03 
nos. of Bull Fighter Whisky (750 ml each), total valued Rs. 6825/-. In this 
connection seized the recovered items and brought to RPF Post Jamtara. On 
22.04.2022 the recovered items were handed over to Excise department 
Jamtara for legal action. 

 

43. Under operation “NANHE FARISTE” 
Rescue of one minor Girl 
On 21.4.22 during round at about 23:50 hrs. officer and staff of RPF Post 
Asansol(W) noticed that one girl aged about 17 yrs. sitting at Platform No:4 of 
Asansol Rly station in suspicious manner.  On being asked she disclosed her 
name and identity as Kajal Kumari F/17yrs, D/O Uttam Singh of Darihat, P. 
S- Darihat , Dist - Rohtas, Bihar and she was fled away from her residence 



on 20.4.22 and does not know where to go. As such she was brought to 
RPF/WEST POST/Asansol and subsequently handed over to Rly Child Line 
/Asansol for further disposal after observing all formalities. 

 
44. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behind bag. 
On 22.04.2022, on getting information from SCNL/Asansol regarding left 
behind a bag of a passenger namely Raja Singh who was traveling in Train 
no. 13186 DN of general coach. Officers and staff of RPF Post Madhupur 
attended the train and recovered the bag containing cloths and ATM Card, 
valued Rs. 2000/-. The recovered bag was handed over to the owner of the 
bag after proper verification and documentation. 

 
45. Under operation “DIGNITY” 

Rescue of women:- 
On 22.04.2022 at about 04:00 hrs, on the basis of received information by 
the local people regarding one woman aged about 22 yrs. fled away from 
home due to family problems and sitting on platform no. 02 of Madhupur Rly 
Station as alone condition. After received information, on duty officer and 
staff of RPF Post Madhupur immediately attended the PO and rescued the 
women namely Manju Devi F-22 yrs.  D/O- Gokhul Goswami Vill-Mosafdih, 
PS-Pachamba, Dist-Giridih(JH). After that the said women lady brought to 
RPF Post Madhupur. Accordingly matter informed to her parents and also 
informed to Child line deoghar but child line stated that the matter related to 

woman person i.e not a child person, hence he could not  appeared at RPF 
Post Madhupur. Later her father namely Gokhul Goswami came at RPF Post 
Madhupur. After proper verification and documentation the rescued women 
handed over to her family in presence of GRP/Madhupur. 



 

46. Under operation “SATARK” 
Recovery of Liquor:- 
On 22.04.2022, during course of special watch of officers and staff of RPF 
Post Jasidh attended the train no 12235 UP (MDP- ANVT SPL) arrived on PF 

no 02 of Jasidih Rly Station and noticed that two plastic bag and found 35 
Nos. of “Royal Jharkhand” country made liquor 600ml each kept in plastic 
hand bag valued Rs- 110/- and 24 Nos. “Laila”  country made liquor 300 ml 
each kept in plastic hand bag valued Rs. 40/- total valued Rs- 4810/-. On 
being asked nobody came forward to claim. In this connection seized the 
articles under proper seizer list and brought to RPF/POST/Jasidih for 
further legal action. The seized liquor was handed over to Excise/Deoghar. 

 
47. Under operation “SATARK” 

Recovery of Liquor:- 
On 22.04.22, conducted raid & search by officers and staff of RPF Post 
Jamtara under operation SATARK. During such drive noticed that one 
person was sitting on PF No. 1 at Jamtara Railway station with one pithoo 
bag in suspicious manner. On being asked he disclosed his identity as 
Rajesh saw (M-32yrs.) S/O Deepak saw of vill+P.S.-Sarairanjan, Distt.-
Samstipur (Bihar). When the raiding party checked his bag found 06 nos. 
Royal Stag whisky 750 ml each and 06 nos. Kingfisher beer 500 ml each 
Total valued ₹ 5,220/-. In this connection seized the articles under proper 

seizer list and brought to RPF/POST/Jamtara for further legal action. The 
seized liquor was handed over to Excise/Jamtara. 

 



48. Under operation “SEWA” 
Rescue of injured person:- 
On dt.22.04.2022 at 21.00 hrs. received information from on duty RPF staff 
of RPF Out Post Chittranjan that one unknown male person namely Rahu 
kumar Singh M/35 yrs. S/O- RadhaKisun Singh R/O Vill+ Post – Piprahi, 
PS- Asaw, Dist-Siwan (Bihar) lying at PF no. 01, Kalka end side of 
Chittranjan Rly station in injured condition. Accordingly officer and staff of 
RPF Out Post Chittranjan attended the PO and called ambulance and the 
injured person was brought to K.G.Hospital/Chittranjan by Ambulance for 
treatment. SM/Chittranjan issued memo in this regard. 

 
49. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 23.04.2022, a Railmadad complaint received from SCNL/Asansol 
regarding left behind Pithu bag in coach no. D-2 of Train No.15235. 
Immediately officers and staff of west post Asansol attended the train on 
arrival at Asansol, Platform No. 04 and recovered a black colour Pithu bag 
containing one golden locket, 01set payal (Silver), 01 Samsung android 
mobile phone, Aadhar card, Pan card, 01cheqe page, 01 no. of red colour Sari 
(Ladie ) etc. (valued Rs. 34,000 aprox.) and brought to RPF Post Asansol(W). 
The owner of the bag namely Chandan Kumar Ram male 20 yrs. S/O 
Shambhu nath Ram of 11/6 Picnic garden road, PS-Tiljala, Dist-South 24 
pgs., Kolkata-700039, came to the post. The recovered bag was handed over 
to owner of the bag after proper verification and documentation. 

 
50. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 23.04.2022 at about 15:50 hrs, on duty TTE of T/No. 22322 DN Hool 
Exp. informed over phone that left behind bag of a passenger namely 
Devendra Ram Prasad Kohre, S/o Sri Ram Prasad Kohre, Army No. 

17039515P, CFN, Panagarh Military Hospital, Dist: Paschim Bardhaman- 
713347 (W.B.) having PNR: 6601134115, at Panagarh Rly Station. After 
receiving such information officers and staff of RPF Post Panagarh attended 
and recovered the bag containing educational certificates, ATM Card, Army 
Canteen Card etc. and brought to RPF Post Panagrah. The owner of the bag 
came to the post and the recovered bag was handed over after verification 
and documentation. 



 
51. Under operation “SEWA” 

Rescue of injured person:- 
On 23.04.2022 in course of ticket checking under the supervision of 
Ld.RJM/Madhupur, at about 16.45 hrs. one passenger namely Viswajeet 
Sah, M-38 yrs S/O- Lt. Laldev Sah ,Vill+P.O- Rajan pura, P.S-Hasanpura , 
Dist-Siwan (Bihar) who was travelling in T/No. 03676 (Jhajha –Asansol 
Memu Spl) in ladies compartment with his family, on seeing this 
Ld.RJM/Madhupur try to apprehended the person on arrival of the said train 

at Madhupur Rly Station, in the mean time the said passenger jumped on 
Rly  track due to which he got injured on his left  leg. Immediately, he has 
been shifted to Referel hospital, Madhupur by RPF for treatment. Further, 
the victim referred to higher centre for further management for dislocated 
open ankle joint and one RPF staff namely Const/Bablu Kumar has directed 
to assist the injured person. 

 
52. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 25.04.2022, train escort party of train no. 13287 received a call from RPF 
Post Asanosl (W) that left behind a trolley bag in coach No. D-3 of Train No. 
13287 of a passenger. On duty train escort party recovered the bag and 
handed over to RPF Post Asansol (W). Accordingly informed to the passenger 
for collect the bag. The bag containing cash Rs 15,000/-, two no’s mobile one 
is Samsung Android & another is Nokia, Some eatable items with clothes, 
valued Rs 33,000/- (Approx). The owner of the bag namely Rajendra Prasad 
Yadav S/O Gajadhar Yadav of Tejpurwa saran, Tejpurwa,Bihar attended at 
RPF Post Asansol(W) and handed over the bag after proper verification and 
documentation. 

 

53. Under operation “AMANAT” 
Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 25.04.2022, during duty officers and staff of RPF Post Dumka found two 



black colour bag Containing Cloths, Mack-up Kit, Cosmetic items etc were 
laying on PF/No:- 01 of Dumka Rly Station. On being asked from passengers 
nobody stands as an owner of the bags. Later, announcement by PA system, 
after some time the owner of the bag namely Anuj Kishor Keshri, At:- 
Dharma Sthan Road Tin Bazar Dumka, PS:- Town Dumka, Dist:- Dumka, 
Jharkhand, appeared before RPF/POST/DUMKA. On being asked he stated 
that by mistake he left behind his two bags at PF/No:- 01. After proper 
verification and acknowledgment the bags was handed over to him. Value of 
the recovered bag Rs. 10,000/- 

 
54. Under operation “SATARK” 

Recovery of Liquor:- 
On 25.04.2022 at about 22:32 hrs., information received from train escort 
party of train no. 12351 that one suspected male person with one black 
colour pithu bag. Officers and staff of RPF Post Durgapur attended the train 
after arrival on PF No.3 of Durgapur Rly Station and detained the suspected 
person. During interrogation he disclosed his name as Binay Kumar, M/28 
yrs., S/O Late Umesh Prasad of Harnaut, PO-Harnut, PS-Harnaut, Dist-
Nalanda, Bihar and also disclosed that he was carrying 100 nos. bottles of 
Officer’s Choice Deluxe Visky liquor of each 180 ml, valued Rs.13,000/-. 
Accordingly seized the articles under proper seizure list in presence of 
available witness and brought to RPF/Post/Durgapur. The seized articles 
were handed over to Excise/Kanksa Circle for legal action. 

 

55. Under operation “AMANAT” 
Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 26.04.2022, a Railmadad complaint received from SCNL/Asansol 
regarding left behind a Pithu bag of a passenger in coach no. B-4 of Train 
No.12302. Immediately officers and staff of RPF Post Asansol(W) attended the 
train on arrival at Asansol Rly Station and recovered the Pithu bag 
containing cash Rs.5000/-, ID Card of CISF and 01 Samsung mobile phone 
with charger, valued Rs. 22,000 aprox. and brought to RPF Post Asansol(W). 
The owner of the bag namely Md. Imran Hussain, M/30 yrs., S/O Gulam 
Mustafi of Pandra, PS-Nirsha, Dist-Dhanbad, JH came to the post. The 
recovered bag was handed over to owner of the bag after proper verification 
and documentation. 



 
56. Under operation “NANHE FARISTE” 

Rescue of mionr girl:- 
On 26.04.2022, during round officers and staff of RPF Post Asansol(W) 
noticed that one minor girl sitting at PF No. 3/4 near Ramp of Asansol 
Railway Station in suspicious manner. On being asked disclosed her name 
and address as Mousavi khatun F-14 years, D/o Sk. Mantu, R/o Sehara 
Bazar Ps-Raina Dist-Purba Bardawan.W.B. and also informed that she fled 
away from home and doesn't know where to go. As such she was brought to 
RPF west post Asansol and handed over to Railway Child line Asansol and 
also informed to her father over mobile phone no-9883566432. 

 
57. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 26.04.2022 at about 01:40 hrs, after departure of Train No 12333 UP, on 
duty RPF Staff of RPF Post Jasidih found a mobile phone from PF No. 02 of 
Jasidih Rly Station and brought to RPF Post Jasidih. The owner of the mobile 
phone namely Raghunath Kuamr, M/30 yrs., S/O Chandradev Sharma of 
Gangapura, Subhashnagar, Rakrish Nagar, Patna, Bihar came to the Post 
and stated that his mobile was left behind at platform during board in train. 
The mobile was handed over to the owner after proper verification and 
documentation. Value of the mobile phone is Rs.20,000/-. 

 
 

58. Under operation “AMANAT” 
Recovery of left behind bag:- 

On 27.04.2022, information was received from SCNL/Asansol 

regarding left behind a mobile phone of a passenger at Jasidih Rly 
Station. On receipt of information officers and staff of RPF Post Jasidih 



started to search the mobile phone and during search he noticed a 
mobile phone was placed for charging in platform No. 02 of Jasidih 
Railway station. Thereafter, the actual owner of the mobile phone 

appeared at RPF Post Jasidih with a written application. The recovred 
mobile phone was handed over to the actual owner after proper 
verification and documention. Value of the recovered mobile Rs. 

8,000/-. 

 
59. On 27.04.2022, getting information from SCNL/Asansol regarding one 

unclaimed bag left behind in coach no. HA-A of T/No. 13332 DN. 

Officer and staff of RPF Post Madhupur attended the train on arrival at 
Madhupur Rly Station and recovered the bag. The bag containing 
some clothes, some eatable items, sweets, Some utensils and some 

ladies cosmetics etc. Further the passengere namely Rishab Dalmia, 
S/O- Manoj Dalmia of Neem Talla road, Madhupur, Deoghar, 
Jharkhand, arrived  RPF Post Madhupur and claim the recoverd bag. 

The bag was handed over to the actual owner after proper verification 
and documentation. Value of the recovered bag is Rs.2,000/- 

 

60. Under operation “SATARK” 
Recovery of Liquor:- 

On 27.04.2022, during raid by officer and staff of RPF Post Jasidih 

and TOPB team of Asansol under operation “Satark” at Jasidih 
Railway station and searched the Train no. 13005 after arrival at 

Jasidih Railway Station and noticed that 03 no’s white coloured plastic 
bag were kept in unclaimed condition at coach no WC/ 024004/D,DL 
-1 at latrin side.  On being asked nobody came forward to claim that 

plastic bag. Hence in the presence of available witnesses searched the 
three plastic bag and found 75 Nos. Country made liquor brand “Laila” 

each 300 ml, valued Rs.3,000/-. Therefore seized the articles under 
proper seizure list. The seized articles were handed over to Excise 
department Deoghar for legal action. 



 
61. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 28.04.2022, during train checking by officer and staff of RPF Post Siuri 
recovered one black colour pithu bag from coach no. D/3 of Train no. 22322 
Hool Exp. and brought to RPF/Post/Siuri for further disposal. The bag 
containing o1Aadhar card, o1 COVID vaccine card, 01 mobile charger, o1 
mosquito net and old wearing cloths valued Rs.3000/-. The owner of the bag 
namely Ajim Miya s/o Hannam Miya R/o Panooriya PS- Sadaipur Dist-
Birbhoom came to RPF Post Siuri and demanded to his bag with written 
application. The bag was handed over to owner after proper interrogation & 
verification. 

 
62. Under operation “SEWA” 

Rescue of one person:- 
On 28.04.2022 officers and staff of RPF Post Andal(OL), while performing 
camping duty at Pandebshwar Railway Station, noticed that one person later 
known as Saurav Singha aged 19 years S/O Jagabandhu Singha, R/o Vill - 
Harishpur, P.S. Andal, Dist- Paschim Bardhaman, W.B. fallen down at PF 
No.1 of Pandebshwar Railway Station, while he tried to de-board in opposite 
direction of train No.22611 and lightly  injured in his head and left hand. On 
seeing him, on duty RPF officer and staff rushed and attended the injured 
person. On interaction with injured person it is learnt that he boarded wrong 
train by thinking that he get down at kajra, later it came to his notice that 
the train has not stopped at Kajra . Hence he tried to get down from moving 
train and got injury. Subsequently RPF staff brought him to Station Master 
office, Pandebshwar for first Aid. After First Aid he went to his home. 

 
63. Under operation “SATARK” 

Recovery of Liquor:- 
On 28.04.2022, during raid by officer and staff of RPF Post Jasidih and TOPB 
team of Asansol under operation “Satark” at Jasidih Railway station and 
noticed that 03 no’s  plastic bag were kept in unclaimed condition at Kalka 
End of Jasidih Railway Station. On being asked nobody came forward to 
claim that plastic bag. Hence in the presence of available witnesses searched 
the plastic bags and found 81 Nos. Country made liquor brand name “ Laila ” 
each 300 ml, valued /Rs.3240/-.  Therefore seized that liquor items under 



proper seizure list in presence of available witnesses and brought to RPF/Po                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
st/Jasidih. The seized articles were handed over to Excise department 
Deoghar for legal action. 

 
64. Recovery of left behind mobile phone 

On 29/04/2022, as per control message received from SCNL ASN regarding 
left behind one gold colour iPhone 13 pro of passengers who was traveling in 
train No. 12311 UP (HWH-KALKA express). Accordingly matter informed to 
escort party of the train for recover of the mobile. Accordingly on duty train 
escorting staff attended the mentioned coach and recovered the mobile and 
matter inform to the owner namely Deepak Kumar who came to RPF 
Post/Durgapur and submitted one application for getting his mobile. After 
proper verification the said mobile was handed over to him value of the 
mobile is 1 lakh 15 thousand rupees as stated by the owner in his 
application. 

 
65. Operation SEWA 

On 29.04.2022, officer and staff of RPF Post Jasidih getting information from 

SCNL/Asansol regading one passenger injured during de-boarded from train 

No. 13185 UP (Ganga Sagar Exp.) at Jasidih Rly Station. Immediately officer 

of RPF post Jasidih attended PO and noticed bleeding from left leg of the said 

passenger. On being asked he disclosed his identity as Md. Arshad, M- 21 

Years, S/O- Md. Taukir, of vill- Barmotar, Post- Baruar, Madhubani, Baruar, 

Bihar. Pin- 847228 also revealed that he was travelling in the aforesaid train 

in GS Coach and seated on footboard of the coach. When train departure 

from Asansol he received injury in his left leg due to friction by side of 

platform. In this regard SM/Jasidih issued a memo. Subsequently the 

injured passenger was sent at Sadar Hospital/Deoghar for treatment. 



 

67. Recovery of Left behind Mobile Phone 
On 29.04.2022, at about 14.15 hrs.  getting an information from  
RPF/POST/Jasidih regarding one  Lenovo mobile left behind of  a bonafied 
passenger, who was travelling in Train No. 13332 DN in coach no. S-6 and 
berth no.42. Accordingly, on arrival of said train  at Jamtara Rly Stn. on duty 
officer snd staff attended the said coach and could be able to  recovered said 
mobile and brought to RPF/Post /Jamtara.  Later the owner of the mobile 
phone visited the RPF post Jamtara with a written application. After due 
verification and documentation the recovered mobile handed over to its 
actual owner. Value of the said mobile ₹10,000/- as per owner. 

 
68. Recovery of left behind bag 

On 29.04.2022, officer and staff of RPF post Jasidih recoverd one left behind 
near escalator on PF No. 01 of Jasidih railway station.Thereafter he recovered 
the trolley bag and brought to RPF/POST/JSME. Later one person namely 
Amit Agrawal appeared at RPF/POST/JSME and asking for trolley bag. 
Subsequently the co-ordination was made over mobile phone wih actual 
owner of recovered trolley bag who revealed that he boarded in train No. 
12024 and his trolley bag has been left behind on PF No. 01 and the Amit 
Agrawal is his relative. He requested to hand over his trolley bag to his 
relative. Thereafter the recovered trolley bag handed over to Amit Agrawal on 
proper verification and acknowledgment.  The value of the recovered bag was 
10,000/- approx.  

 



69. Recovered of left behind bag 
On 27.04.2022, the aforesaid bona-fide passenger was travelling in train No. 
18183 UP Ex. TATA to JSME. On arrival of said train at Jhaja Raiway 
Station, staff of RPF post Jasidih recovered the same from the train. Further 
he deposited the recovered bag at RPF/POST/Jasidh. Later, on 29.04.2022 
the actual owner of the recovered bag appeared at RPF/POST/Jasidih.The 
recovered bag was handed over to the actual owner after proper verification 
and acknowledgement. The value of the recovered bag was 11,000/- approx. 

 
70 Recovery of Left behind bag  

On 30.04.2022, officer and staff of RPF Post Jasidih getting information from 
SCNL/ Asansol regarding left behind bag in train no. 12332 DN. On arrival of 
the train at Jasidih Railway Station, staff of RPF post Jasidih recovered the 
same. Subsequently, the recovered bag with contained garments was handed 
over to the actual owner after proper verification and acknowledgement. The 
value of the recovered bag was 5000/- approx. 

 

71. Recovery of Left behind bag 
On 30.04.2022, officer and staff of RPF Post Andal Open Line getting 
information from SCNL/ Asansol regarding left behind bag in train no. 12340 

DN at Kumardubi Railway station. On arrival of the train at Andal Railway 
Station at PF no. 03, immediately officer and staff of RPF Post Andal (OL) 
recovered the same and take in to their custody. Later the owner of the bag 
was visited the post. Subsequently, the recovered bag with contained wearing 
garments was handed over to him after proper verification and 
acknowledgement. The value of the recovered bag was 5000/- approx. 



 

72. Recovery of Left behind Sack 
On 30.04.2022, officer and staff of RPF Post Jasidih getting 
information from SCNL/ Asansol regading left behind Sack in train no. 

22843 UP. On arrival of the train at Jasidih Railway Station, officer 
and  staff of RPF post Jasidih Post succeded recovered the sack which 
was containing house hold good and Rs.10,000/- liquid cash. 

Subsequently, the staff of RPF Post take in to their custody. Later the 
owner of the bag was visited the RPF post Jasidih. Latter the recovered 

bag was handed over to the actual owner after proper verification and 
acknowledgement. The total value of the recovered items was 25,000/- 
approx. 

 

73. Operation "Satark" 
On dt 30.04.22 on getting information by secret source information regarding 
carrying of liquor by T No 18622 Dn, on duty officer and staff attended the 
said train just on arrival at about 06.06 hrs at MDP  PF no 2 and during 
searching the GS coach  in K/E noticed that one weighted plastic bag is lying 
in gallery near bathroom in suspicious condition. They called to several 
passengers for claiming that but nobody came for that. Then after bag 
detrained from the coach at PF no 2. Train started at about 06.12 hrs. After 
observing all legal formalities at about 06.10 hrs ASI seized the bag which 
was contained with 30 no's bottles of county made liquor (20 no's of Ankur 
Brand 300 ml each value Rs 40/- each total value Rs 800, and 10 no's of 
Emboss 750 Ml each value Rs 195/- total value Rs 1950/-, gross value Rs 
2750/- the unloaded liquors under proper seizure in presence of available 
witnesses as unclaimed and brought at MDP Post for further legal action. The 
seized materials will be forwarded before excise department for further legal 
action.  

 
74. Rescue of one minor Girl 

On 01.05.2022, officer of RPF/Post/JSME rescued one minor girl who was 
weeping and sitting alone at PF No. 01 of Jasidih Railway station. On being 
asked the minor girl is unable to tell anything. Only she disclosed her 
identity is Sumari Kumari, F-11 yrs, D/O- Udaybin, R/O- Patna City, Near 
Mahadev Mandir, Bihar. Then the officer rescued the minor girl and brought 
to RPF POST Jasidih in safe supervision. Hence, the rescued minor girl was 



handed over to Child Line Deoghar on proper verification and documentation. 

 

75. Recovery of Left behind bag 
On 01.05.2022 on arrival of the train no.03681 UP at MDP station one 
passenger reported that he de-boarded at MDP station with the bag of 
another passenger mistakenly. He also handed over the same to RPF/MDP 
for further disposal. Accordingly matter informed to RPF staff who was 
journey through the same train for give information to said passenger of the 
said compartment. Later on, at about 12.15 hrs one person namely Chandan 
Rout , S/O- Jitan Rout of vill- Kharkuwan, ,P.S- Devipur , Deoghar (JH) 
appeared to this post and stated that during journey by T/No. 03681 UP his 
bag mistakenly  dropped at MDP station by some passenger. Later, after  29 
interrogation, the recovered bag containing some clothes, sarees , ladies 
cosmetics items which was recovered due to prompt action of RPF/MDP was 
handed over to the owner of the bag  after proper verification and 
confirmation. In this regard the said passenger submitted a written 
statement duly briefing the fact. Value of the bag is Rs.5000/-.(Approx). After 
receiving his bag , he became pleased with the working of RPF and 
appreciated. 

 
76. Recovery of Left behind bag:- 

On 03.05.2022, message received from SCNL/Asansol regarding left behind a 
mobile phone of a passenger in train no. 13288 DN. Officers and staff of RPF 
Out Post Chittranjan contact with on duty Train Escort Party and recovered 
the said mobile phone. The recovered mobile phone was handed over to PS-
Cell/Asansol by Train Escort party. One passenger namely Subhas Chandra 
Sarkhel S/O Late Manik Chandra Sarkhel came to RPF Post PS-Cell/Asansol 
and claim the mobile phone. The mobile phone was handed over to actual 
owner after proper verification and documentation. Value of the recovered 
mobile phone Rs. 12500/-. 

 

77. Under Operation “SEWA”  
On date 03.05.2022, one injured person under the influence of alcohol found 

at PF No. 2 of Jamtara Railway Station. Immediately officer and staff of 

RPF/POST/Jamtara attended the said injured person and on being asked he 



disclosed his identity as Gouri shankar sah (M-60yrs) of Bora patti Jhharia, 

P.S.-Jhharia, Distt-Dhanbad and he also added that he was coming from 

Jamtara after attending the marriage ceremony and he consume alcohol in 

the morning, he was slept and got injury in head. After that he has been send 

to sadar hospital, Jamtara for treatment with assistance of RPF under 

operation “Sewa”. Matter also informed to his son and relative over mobile.  

 

78. Rescue of one Injured person. 
On 03.05.2021, train No. 18183 UP arrived at Jasidih Railway Station on PF 
No. 02 at 14:19 hrs. After arrival, some passengers reported to on duty staff 
of RPF Post Jasidih that one lady has fallen down on the opposite side of 
platform and went into the track. Immediately onduty staff rushed to the 
spot where the woman had fallen and saw that the woman was lying in the 
Railway track, half body was inside the track and half was outside the track 
and was semi-unconscious. Onduty RPF Staff hurriedly brought the woman 
out of the track and matter informed to the Station Master/Jasidih. In this 
regard SM/JSME issued a memo. After that the woman was admitted to 
Sadar Hospital Deoghar by ambulance with proper escort of one lady staff of 
RPF/POST/JSME where her treatment is going on. 

 
79. On 03.05.2022, officer of RPF/Post/JSME was on daily routine round at 

Jasidih Railway station. During his round she noticed that one female person 
aged about 32 yrs roaming alone at PF no- 02 Kalka end side, Jasidih 
Railway station. On being asked she disclosed her identity Kriti Kumari 

(Female, 32 yrs), D/O- Shailesh Kumar, R/O- Professor colony Lane, 
Dariyapur Gola, Nala Road, Sampetchak, Patna, PS- Bankipup, Dist- Patna 
(Bihar) and also stated that she run away from her house on 30.04.2022 but 
now she want to go home. She seems to mentally retard. Then the officer 
rescued the women and brought to RPF/POST/Jasidih in safe supervision 
and informed to her mother over mobile phone. After that her mother came to 
RPF/POST/Jasidih at 21:00 hrs and identified her daughter. Hence, the 
rescued woman was handed over to her mother on proper documentation as 
well as a photograph was taken while handing over the said rescued woman. 

 



 
80. Operation “AMANAT” 

On date 02.05.2022 at about 20.15 hrs getting information from 

SCNL/Asansol regarding  left behind one red colour bag in T/No 13045 

second coach from guard. Immediately, officers and staff of RPF Out Post 

Ukhara attended the train and recovered the bag. The bag containing shirt, 

pant two Punjabis one short pant (valued Rs. 4500/-). On date 03.05.2022 at 

about 13.30 hrs one passenger namely Pijush Malik S/O Sanjay Malik of 

Vill+PO Mangrul P.S- Chandrakona Dist-Pachim Medinipure came to 

RPF/OP/UKHRA to collect the said bag. The bag was handed over to actual 

owner after proper verification and documentation. 

 

 

81. Rescue of girl:- 

On 04.05.2022, officers and staff of RPF Post Sitarampur rescued a girl who 

was roaming aimless at Rupnarayanpur Railway Station. After interrogation 

she disclosed her name and address as Sweta Kumari, female age about 16 

years D/O Shree Binith Singh, Residence of Naya Bazar, P.O. & P.S. 

Madhupur, District- Deoghar, JH she also stated that she was run away from 

home on 05.02.2022. Officer and staff of RPF Post Sitarampur and 

SM/Rupnarayanpur contacted with Railway Childline/Asansol as well as her 

family members in this regard. Railway Child line/Asansol attended and also 

her mother came to the post and stated that she was missing from residence 

w.e.f. 05.02.2022 and  lodged an FIR vide no. 27/2022 Dated 06.02.2022 

U/S 366(a) IPC at Madhupur Local Police Station. Accordingly, the rescued 

girl was handed over to Child line/Asnasol in presence of officers and staff of 

Local Police/Madhupur with proper documentation and acknowledgement.  



 

82. Rescue of minor girl:- 

On 04.05.2022, officer of RPF/Post/Jasidih rescued one minor girl who was 

weeping and sitting alone at Narganjo Railway station. On being asked she 

disclosed her identity as Janak Nandani, F/11 yrs., D/O Lt. Ramnaresh 

Singh of Gurudaspur Tola, ward no. 20, Behat, PS-Behat, Dist-Begusarai, 

Bihar. Then the officer rescued the minor girl and brought to RPF POST 

Jasidih in safe supervision. Hence, the rescued minor girl was handed over to 

Child Line Deoghar on proper verification and documentation. 

 

 

83. Recovery of left behind bag”- 

On 04.05.2022, getting information through RPF Post Jasidih regarding left 

behind a lady bag in T/No 15028 Dn, on duty officer and staff of RPF Post 

Madhupur immediately attended the train on arrival at Madhupur Rly station 

at PF no 3 and recovered the same. On 05.05.2022 one person namely Raj 

Kumar Dubey  vill- B Kasani, P.S+ Dist- Deoghar, JH and stated that during 

journey of his wife by T/No. 15028 Dn in coach no A-1/B-13 up to Jasidih , 

while she was de-boarded at Jasidih Rly Station and mistakenly her bag left 

behind on seat. The bag containing cosmetic items, valued Rs.10,000/-. The 

bag was handed over to owner of the bag after proper verification and 

documentation. 



 

84. Rescue of minor girl:- 

On 04.05.2022 received information through 139 that one minor girl 

travelling in T/No 15027 alone and suspicious condition. Officers and staff of 

RPF Post Jasidih attended the train on arrival at Jasidih Rly Station at about 

01.05 hrs. on 05.05.2022 and rescued the minor girl. On being asked the 

minor girl reveal that he had run away from his home without any intimation 

and disclosed her identity as Aniza Khatun, F-17 yrs, R/O- Anandpur, P.O- 

Bagdu, PS- Bagdu, Dist- Ranchi. Accordingly, the rescued minor girl was 

handed over to Child Line Deoghar after proper verification and 

documentation. 

  

85. 

 

Recovery of trolly bag:-  
On 06.05.2022, officers and staff of RPF Post Asansol(W), during duty 
found one sky blue colour trolly bag and brought to RPF 

West/Post/Asansol. The said bag owner namely  Pahlad Prasad having 
PNR No. 6764032941 travelling in T/No. 12311 left his luggage at  

Asansol PF No. 4 containing 01 mob, ikall medicine etc. On 
07.05.2022 his nephew namely Sanjeev Singh, adhar no 
441254463943 of Barua barrack Dhadka, PS- Asansol north, Dist- 

Paschim Bardhaman, W.B came to post and requested for the said 
luggage. The trolly bag was handed over to the owner after proper 

verification and documentation. Value of the recovered trolly bag Rs 
14,000/-. 



 
86. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of Mobile Phone:- 

On 07.05.2022 at about 18.00 hrs on duty staff of RPF Post Madhupur 
recovered a realme mobile phone from PF no 2, Railway track of 

Madhupur Railway station and  brought to RPF/Post/Madhupu. After 
few minutes, a phone call has been received on recovered mobile when 
he stated that he is the owner of the mobile and his mobile has 

dropped at Railway track during journey by train no 12023 before 
entering at Madhupur Railway station. Accordingly, he has been asked 

to attend the RPF Post Madhupur to take his mobile with necessary 
supporting documents. Later  at about 18.35 hrs. one person namely 
Anant Kumar Singh, S/O Jay Singh of Simultala, Jhajha, Jamui, 

Bihar  came to RPF Post Madhupur and stated the fact. Accordingly 
the recovered mobile phone was handed over to owner of the mobile 

Phone after proper verification and documentation. Value of the mobile 

phone is Rs.13,000/-(Approx). 

 
87. Recovery of bags:- 

On 07.05.2022 at about 18:30 hrs, T/No. 03547 UP arrived at PF 

No.01 of Panagarh Rly Station and during that time on duty officer 
SI/R.S.Singh a/w officer & staff noticed that one passenger left behind 
his two bags (01 trolley bag and 01 school bag) at PF No. 01 during 

boarding at the said train due to heavy rain. On duty officers & staff 
immediately recovered the bag and enquired about the actual owner. 
During that time a Rly Helpline-139 complaint vide reference No. 

2022050702966 received from SCNL/ASN regarding two bags left 
behind at Panagarh PF No. 01 by one passenger namely Raju 

Choudhary. After receiving such information Duty officer replied to 
SCNL/ASN regarding recovering the same from PF No. 01. Matter 
informed to the passenger through SCNL/Asansol. Later on Raju 

Choudhary, S/o Sri Kanai Lal Choudhary, R/o Vill+P.O. Kasba, P.S. 
Budbud, Dist: Purba Bardhaman (W.B.) working as Constable in CISF 



unit IOCL, Paradip, came to this Post and produced his identity card 
and submitted a written application with request to hand over his left 
behind trolley bag and school bag. After proper verification & 

documentation, a recovered trolley bag containing valuable gold, silver 
ornaments, cloths and domestic items etc. and school bag, total valued 
Rs. 2,77,000/- (Two Lakh Seventy Seven Thousand Rupees approx) 

has been handed over to its actual owner.  

 
88. Under operation “SWEA” 

Rescue of women:-On 07.05.2022 at about 18.31 hrs. one lady namely 
Mamta Devi, F-22 yrs, W/O- Munna Rawani of Sekhpur, near Durga 

mandir, word No.22, P.S- Madhupur, Dist- Deoghar (JH) suddenly 
jumped in front of T/No. SAI EC No.8643 (Goods train) along with her 
girl child (daughter) aged about 02 yrs to commit suicide near Howrah 

end of Madhupur Rly Station, PF No. 02. On seeing this, on duty 
driver namely Krishmohon, HQ/ASN (Mob: 9002073696) of the said 

train applied emergency brake and able to stop the train but 03/04 
wagons passed them. Immediately, on duty RPF ASI/S.Kamal along 
with staff of RPF/Madhupur attended the P.O. and found both of them 

were lying in the gap of UP lines track and the lady got sustain head & 
ear injury for which bleeding happened and the little child got slight 

injury on left eyebrow. Immediately both of them were brought 
out/rescued from under the 4th wagon (engine side) of the said train 
with the help of RPF officers and staff of RPF Post Madhupur. 

Immediately they both were shifted to Railway Hospital, Madhupur for 
treatment where first-aid has been provided to them. In this regard a 
memo has been issued by SM/Madhupur addressed to Sr.DMO/MDP 

for providing treatment. Later, during integration the said lady able to 
say the name of her husband as Munna Rawani mob no. Accordingly 

matter has been informed to his husband namely Munna Rawani, M-
28 yrs, S/O- Bimal Rawani over phone. On receiving such information, 
husband of Mamta Devi arrived at Railway Hospital, Madhupur. Later, 

the said lady has been referred to Referral hospital, Madhupur for 
better treatment in presence of GRPs/Madhupur and her husband. 

 
89. Recovery of bag:-  

On 08.05.2022, on getting information from SCNL/Asansol regarding left 



behind a bag of a passenger in Train No. 13508 DN. After received 
information officer and staff of RPF Post Jasidih came on prompt action and 
attended the coach no. S-9 of Train No. 13508 DN and succeeded in finding 
the left behind the bag containing some garments and cash Rs.7000/-. 
Accordingly the bag was brought to RPF Post Jasidih and handed over to 
owner of the bag namely Ajay Singh, M/52 yrs. S/O Pashupati Singh of 
Dayal Chak, Kotwapatti Rampur, Saran, Bihar after proper verification and 
documentation. Value of the recovered bag is Rs. 12,000/-. 

 
90. Under operation “NANHE FARISTE” 

Rescue of minor boy:-  
On 09.05.2022, officer and staff of RPF Post Jasidih while on round at 
Jasidih Railway station noticed one minor boy sitting alone at PF No. 02 of 

Jasidih Railway station. On being asked the minor boy was unable to tell 
anything except his name and identity as Niraj Kumar, Male- 12 yrs, R/O- 
Paromatiya, PS- Malepur, PS-Laxmipur, Dist- Jamui (Bihar). He was brought 
to RPF/POST/Jasidih and subsequently the rescued minor boy was handed 
over to Child Line Deoghar after proper verification and documentation. 

 

91. Under operation “NANHE FARISTE” 
Rescue of minor girl:- 
On 09.05.2022 at about 19:00 hrs. on getting information  from  train escort 
party of Train No. 12313 regarding one minor girl aged about 14 yrs. alone 
travelling without valid ticket, officer and staff of RPF Post Asansol(W) 
attended the said train on arrival on PF no:4 of Asansol Rly station when on 
duty Train escort party handed over the said girl to them. The said girl was 
brought to RPF/West Post Asansol. On being asked she disclosed her name 
and identity as Sneha Sonkar, F/14 yrs.,  D/O Bablu Sonkar of 4, Dildar 
Jung Road, PS- Cossipore, Kolkata-700002  and informed that she ran away 
from her home to meet her friend at Kanpur. Subsequently the rescued girl 
was handed over to Rly Child Line/Asansol after observing all formalities. 

 

92. Under operation “NANHE FARISTE” 
Rescue of minor boy:- 
On 09.05.22 at about 21:00 hrs. officer and staff of RPF Post Asansol(W) 
noticed that one minor boy aged about 13 yrs roaming aimlessly at PF no.5 of 
Asansol Rly station. As such he was detained and on being asked he 
disclosed his name and identity as Adil Ansari, male/13 yrs, S/O Md. Azad 
of Shimultala Piprari, P.S- Shimultala, Dist- Jamui, Bihar but failed to give 
any satisfactory reply for being in Rly. premises alone. Subsequently, he was 
handed over to Rly Child line/Asansol for further disposal after observing all 



formalities. 

 
 

93. Under operation “SEWA” 
On 09.05.2022 at about 11.25 hrs. SM/Vidyasagar reported that one person 
laying in injured condition outside the UP main line at KM No. 268/23-25 in 
between Kashitand and Vidyasagar Railway station. Immediately officer & 
staff of RPF/Post/Jamtara attended the spot and found that 01 person 
namely Rawani (M-40 Years), S/O Lt. Santu Rawani, R/O Vill. Sitakata, PS. 
Karmatar, Dist. Jamtara, (JH) was laying there. The brother of injured person 
namely Munna Rawani also reached there. The injured person immediately 
sent to Sadar Hospital Jamtara for treatment accompany with his brother by 
private auto. No any railway ticket was found from his possession. In this 
regard a memo has been issued by SM/Vidyasagar. 

 
94. Operation “SATARK” 

On 09.05.22 at about  09.48 hrs T/No 03681 UP arrived at PF No.02 of 
Madhupur Rly Station on listing the shouting of a bonafide passenger 
regarding his pick pocketing by TOPB offender, during getting down from the 
train, on duty officer and staff immediately attended the said coach and got 
able to apprehend the TOPB offender. On checking the pocket of offender one 
purse containing Rs 410/-, ATM Card, PAN Card, Adhar Card recoverd from 
him. Further complainer namely Sahbaz Ansari s/o Riyaz Ansari of vill +Post 
- Dhadhra PS+Dist- Jamtara (JH) with arrested person brought at RPF Post 
Madhupur. During introgation the apprehended person disclosed his identity 
as Irfan Ansari @ Godo Miya (M/28) s/o Anwar Ansari of vill+PS 
Margomunda Dist Deoghar (JH) but fail to give any satisfactory reply 
regarding committing offence of TOPB. Further he accepted his guilt. After 
observing all legal formalities the person handed over to GRPS Madhupur for 

legal action. On the basis of complaint given by Shabaz Ansari(complainer), 
GRPS/MDP registered a case vide no 17/2022 dt 09.05.22 u/s 379/411 IPC. 

 
95. Recovery of bag:-  

On 09.05.2022, message received from SCNL/Asansol regarding left behind a 



bag of a passenger in train no. 03633 DN. Officers and staff of RPF Post 
Jasidih attended the train on arrival at Deoghar Rly Station and recovered 
the said bag and brought to RPF Post Jasidih. Further the recovered bag was 
handed over to the actual owner namely Priyam Singh, Male- 17 yr, S/O- 
Vikananda Singh, RO-  Jajoun, PS+Dist- Banka, Biahar after proper 
verification and documentation. The value of the recovered bag was RS. 
1200/- Approx.   

 
96. Recovery of bag:- 

On 11.05.2022, message received from SCNL/Asansol regarding left behind a 
bag of a passenger in train no. 22387 UP. Officers and staff of RPF Post 
Asansol(W) attended the train on arrival at Asansol Rly Station and recovered 
the said bag and brought to RPF Post Asansol(W). Further the recovered bag 
was handed over to the actual owner namely M.Somoredro Singh/CRPF after 
proper verification and documentation. The value of the recovered bag was 
RS. 5,000/- Approx. 

 
97. Under operation “SATARK” 

Recovery of Liqour:-  
On 11.05.2022, officers & staff of RPF Post Jasidih recovered 56 nos. bottles 
of country made liquor “Laila” and 17 nos. bottles of Fighter whisky “Bull”, 
total valued Rs.5,555/- from train no. 15271 UP on arrival at Jasidih Rly 
Station under operation “SATARK”. The recovered items were handed over to 
Excise department/Deoghar for further legal action. 

 
98. Under operation “NARCOS” 

On 11.05.2022, on the basis of complaint received in 139, through 
SCNL/Asansol regarding carrying of Ganja in coach no. S-2, seat No. 09 of 
T/No.18450. Immediately officer and staff of RPF Post Madhupur attended 
the said train just on arrival on PF no 03 of Madhupur Rly Station and met 
with the complainant namely Vaishnav Veer Singh and recovered 05 nos. 
black colour bag from the said coach as unclaimed in presence of the said 
complainant and on checking found the bags containing “BHANG”, instead of 
“Ganja”, Passengers were asked about the such luggage but nobody came 
forward the claim the said recovered bags. Total weight of the recovered items 
was 50 kg. valued Rs.2000/-. Accordingly, all 05 nos. bags were detrained 
and after observing all legal formalities seized the bags under proper seizure 
list in presence of available witnesses. Thereafter the seized materials 
brought at RPF Post Madhupur for further course of action. All seized bags 



were handed over to GRPS/Madhupur for further legal action. 

 
99. Under operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 12.05.2022, one unclaimed bag was recovered in T/No.12334 DN by the 
escort party of the said train. Accordingly escort party brought the bag at 
PC/Cell/Asansol. After getting information from RPF Staff, the actual owner 
of the bag namely Ashok Yadav, S/O Shivlochan Yadav of main gate 
Durgapur-3, PS-Waria, Dist-Burdwan, W.B came to the RPF Post 
PC/Cell/Asansol. The recovered bag was handed over to owner of the bag 
after proper  verification and documentation. The value of the  recovered bag 

was RS. 4000/- Approx.  

 

100. Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 12.05.2022, officer and staff of RPF Post Jasdih recovered a unclaimed 
bag from PF No.2 of Jasidih Rly Station and brought to RPF Post Jasidih. 
After some time relative of passenger namely Prakash Chand came to RPF 
Post Jasidih and gave a requisitioin for collect the bag. Accordingly, the 
recovered bag was handed over to owner of the bag after proper verification 
and documentation. Value of the recovered bag was Rs.4000/-.   

 
101. Rescue of One Minor boy and Girl:- 

On 12.05.2022, officer and staff of RPF/Post/JSME were on daily routine 
round at Jasidih Railway station. During his round they noticed one minor 
boy and one minor girl were sitting at PF No 01 of Jasidih Railway station in 
suspicious condition. On being asked the minor boy is unable to tell 
anything. Only he disclosed his identity as Tripurari Kumar, Male- 16 
yrs,S/O- Naresh Paswan, R/O- Asarganj, Ladhuwan, PO- Asarganj, Dist- 
Munger (Bihar) and the girl was Shalu Kumari, F- 17 yrs, D/O- Sanjeet 
Paswan, R/O- Gouripur, PO- Safiyabad, PS- Nayaramnagar, Dist- 
Munger(Bihar). Then the officer rescued them and brought to 
RPF/POST/JSME. Hence, the rescued minor boy and girl were handed over 
to Child Line Deoghar on proper documentation. 



 
102. Recovery of left behind bag:- 

On 14.05.2022, officer and staff of RPF Post Asansol(W) recovered a 
unclaimed bag from PF No.2 of Asansol Rly Station and brought to RPF Post 
Asansol(W). Subsequently one perso namely Rintu Paswan of Mithani 
Colliery loading Ghera, Aladi, PS-Kulti, Dist-Paschim Bardhaman, W.B. came 
to RPF Post Asansol(W) and gave a requisitioin for collect the bag. 
Accordingly, the recovered bag was handed over to owner of the bag after 
proper verification and documentation. Value of the recovered bag was 
Rs.8760/-.   

 

103. Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 13.05.2022, on getting information from Rail Madad regarding left behing 
a bag of a passenger in coach no. B-4 of train no. 12314 DN. accordingly 
officer and staff of RPF Post Asansol(W) recovered the bag after on arrival at 
Asansol Rly Station. Subsequently one perso namely Sujit Tiwari came to 
RPF Post Asansol(W) on 14.05.2022 and claimed the bag. The recovered bag 
was handed over to owner of the bag after proper verification and 
documentation. Value of the recovered bag was Rs.2,000/-.   

 
104. Operation “SEWA” 

On 14.05.2022, on duty Station Master of Dumka Rly station issued a memo vide 

no:- SM/DUMK/14/05/01 at 13:35 hrs dtd:- 14.05.2022 that as per on duty train 

guard Rakesh Kumar/MDP of train number 03784 DN (JSME- Dumka) passenger 

reported that one male person namely Manoj Kumar Mandal , Age:- 36 years, S/O:- 
Gowardhan Mandal of Village:- Chakmua, PO:- Dhobadiya, PS:- Dumka Mufassil, 

District:- Dumka Jharkhand, who was travelling with his wife, had fallen down on 

the platform at New Madanpur halt. On receipt the information and on enquiry it 

came to know that the injured person again boarded the said train with the 

assistance of Co-passenger and train guard. On arrival of the said train on PF no 01 
of Dumka Rly. Station, officer and staff of RPF/Post/DUMKA attended the train with 

stretcher and de-boarded the injured person and sent to Phulo-Jhano Medical 

College and Hospital Dumka for treatment. Officer and staff of RPF/Post/Dumka 

also went to said hospital. Further on conversation from his wife, it came to know 

that the injured person is a Rly employee and posted at Sambhalpur (SBP) E.Co Rly 



as a Loco pilot and he is now on leave.  At hospital first aid was provided and refers 
to RIMS/Ranchi his family member went to Health world hospital Durgapur (WB) for 

treatment. 

 
105. Rescue of one female person under “Operation Dignity” 

On 14.05.22, at about 19:00 hrs, received information from SCNL/ASN regarding 

travelling of a helpless lady in coach D-4 of train no. 13021, officers & staff of RPF 

Post Durgapur attended the said coach where found a lady who was not even aware 

about her destination. As such, in order to provide safety and security during night 
hours, the lady was detrained and was kept safely at RPF/Post/Durgapur under 

proper guarding. On sustained interrogation for 05-06 hrs, she disclosed nothing but 

only her name Anita and a village name Bagnan. The lady seemed to have problem in 

listening and speaking properly. On being searched her personal belongings, found 

some medicines and contact nos. of a Pharmacist, who was then contacted and it 
came to know that the lady is a neuro patient and usually buys medicine from him. 

Further, on 15.05.22, lady officer and along with 02 staff took the lady to Bagnan, 

Howrah by road by a hired vehicle and enquired the matter with pharmacist and the 

locals. Finally, after extreme efforts, the RPF team succeeded to find the residence of 

the lady when she was identified as Anita (aged about 48 years) D/o Lt. Nilmani 

Majhi. Further, after proper verification, she along with her belongings was safely 
handed over  to her brother Ashish Majhi, S/o Lt. Nilmani Majhi,  R/O- Bheora 

(Sultanpur) near Nuntiha, Bagnan, P.O.- Ramnagar, P.S- Shyampur, Dist.-Howrah, 

West Bengal. Also, her family members were instructed to take good care of the lady 

and not to leave her alone as she is a neuro- patient. 

 
106. Operation “AMANAT” 

On 16.05.2022, on getting information from SCNL/ASN about left behind of bag in 

train no. 22911 (Shipra Express) coach no. A1, berth no. 37, 39), on duty Officer of 
Asansol (West) post attended the said train and recovered the same at Asansol 

Station. The Passenger namely Ravikant Kumar attended at RPF Post ASN/West at 

about 6/30 hrs. and the recovered bag was handed over to the actual owner after 

proper verification and documentation. The recovered bag was contained with 02 

Wrist watches Titan make, one Mobile Phone (i-Phone) other expensive cosmetics 

total worth approx Rs.50000/-. 

 
107. Operation “AMANAT”  

On 17.05.2022, during round at about 10:00 hrs. officer of RPF Asansol West Post 



found a Realme 5i Mobile as unclaimed from train no. 03556 Dn (Barkhana – 
Asansol Exp.), arrived at Asansol PF no.03. On being enquired about the claimant, 

nobody came forward. Later, one person namely Praksh Burnwal of South Dhaka PS 

Asasnol North Dist. Paschim Bardhaman, WB, (Brother – in- law of the owner ) 

visited the RPF Asansol West Post and demanded for it. After contacting the owner 

over mobile phone, he disclosed that the phone was left behind in the said train and 
he also requested to handed over the same to his Brother-in-law. Accordingly, the 

recovered mobile phone was handed over to his brother –in-law after proper 

verification and documentation.  The value of the recovered item worth Rs. 11000/- 

Aprox. 

 
108. Operation “AMANAT”  

On 14.05.2022, on recei information regading a left behind mobile phone of one 
passenger namely Shahil Kumar aged about 24 yrs., S/O- Dr. B. P Gupta, of 

Bagnoukha, PS-New Ramnagar, Dist- Munger, Bihar who was travelling in train no. 

12318 DN from Kuil to Asansol. On arrival of the train at Asansol Rly station, officer 

and staff of RPF Post Asansol West attended and recovered the said item. Further, on 

17.05.2022 the actual owner visited the RPF Post Asansol, West with a written 

application requesting to hand over the mobile phone. The recovered mobile phone 
was handed over to the actual owner after proper verification and documentation. 

The value of the recovered item was 12,000/- approx. 

 
109. On 19.05.2022 intelligence information was received from credible source officers 

and staff of RPF/Post/Panagarh with the assistance of Local P.S. Ausgram 

conducted a raid in one shop namely „Chabighar” situated at vill- Chhora, PS- 
Ausgram, Dist- Purba Bardhaman (WB). During such raid, owner of the shop namely 

Dipankar Roy (M-26 yrs), S/O Dipak Roy, R/O Vill- Chhora Colony, P.O.-Chhora 

Hattala, PS- Ausgram,  Dist- Purba Bardhaman (WB) has been arrested with 

recovery of 01 No. future journey Railway e-tickets valued Rs. 456.80/- and 11 Nos. 

past journey Railway e-tickets valued Rs. 13,810.70/-, Total value of future and past 

journey Railway e-tickets are Rs. 14,267.50/- which were procured by him using 
IRCTC personal user Ids “Irctc9749”. He also stated that he has 01 No. IRCTC 

agent ID i.e. “icsceg144301”. In this respect a case vide no. 424/2022 dtd. 

19.05.2022 u/s 143(i) Railway Act has been registered at RPF Post Panagarh against 

the arrested person. The arrested person forwarded to Ld.CJM/Paschim Bardhaman 
on 20.05.2022 for legal action. 



 
110. Operation “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behin bag:- 
On 17.05.2022, during round of officer and staff of RPF Asansol West and 
recovered two nos unclaimed bag containing wearing cloths from PF no.04 of 
Asansol Rly Station. On being enquired about the claimant, nobody came 
forward. Later, on 20.05.2022 one person namely Manna Ram appeared at 

RPF Post Asansol West and demanded for it. The recovered bags were handed 
over to actual owner after proper verification and documentation. Value of 
the recovered bags is Rs.4000/-. 

 

111. Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 20.05.2022, officer and staff of RPF Asansol Wes recovered a bag 
containing cloths from coach no. S-7 of train no. 22214 DN on arrival at 
Asansol Rly Station. On being enquired about the claimant, nobody came 
forward. Later, one person namely Rajesh Knanna having PNR 
No.6102793705 appeared at RPF Post Asansol West and demanded for it. 
The recovered bag was handed over to actual owner after proper verification 
and documentation. Value of the recovered bags is Rs.3000/-. 

 
112. Recovery of left behind bag:- 

On 21.05.2022, officer and staff of RPF Post Siuri recovered a bag containing 
Pan Card, Covid vaccine Card and wearing cloths from coach no. D-2 of train 

no. 22321 UP on arrival at Siuri Rly Station. One person namely Sk.Md 
Hossain, M/46 yrs., S/O Sk. Mohit of Amaipur, Haraipur, Keubona, PS-
Siuri, Dist-Birbhum, W.B appeared at RPF Post Siuri  and demanded for it. 
The recovered bag was handed over to actual owner after proper verification 
and documentation. Value of the recovered bags is Rs.600/-. 

 



113. Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 21.05.2022, officer and staff of RPF Post Jasidih recovered a mobile 
phone from train no. 11427 UP. One person namely Jayveer Amarbahadur 
Yadav, M/41 yrs., S/O Amar Bahadur Yadav of house no.336, PCMC Urdu 
School Road, Kharalwadi Pimpri, Pune City, Pune, Maharastra appeared at 
RPF Post Jasidih  and demanded for it. The recovered mobile was handed 
over to actual owner after proper verification and documentation. Value of 
the recovered mobile is Rs.35000/-. 

 
114. Recovery of left behind bag:- 

On 21.05.2022, officer and staff of RPF Post Sitarampur getting information 
that dropped one mobile phone from train no. 03678 Dn in between 
Rupnarayan pur and salanpur Rly station. Officer and staff of RPF Post 

Sitarampur recovered mobile phone and handed over to actual owner after 
proper verification and documentation. Value of the recovered mobile is 
Rs.26000/-. 

 
115. Operation “SATARK” 

Recovery Of Country made Liquor: 
on 22.05.2022, the basis of secret source information regarding carrying of 
liquor by Train no 13185 up exp., a read and search conducted by the on 
duty officer and staff of RPF Post Madhupur attended the train just on 
arrived at Madhupur PF No.02 at about 00.16 and noticed that that one cloth 
bag was lying near bathroom of GS Coach in Train No-13185 as unclaimed. 
on being asked nobody came forward to claim for said cloth bag. On checking 
some bottles of liquor were found in the said bag. Hence the bag detrained 
from the coach at PF No.02 and the said train left MDP station at 00.19 hrs.  
On checking the said bag found 15 nos. Whiskey liquor brand  “EmBoss” 
weighting about 375 ml ,valued Rs.100/- each,  total  value Rs-1500/- & 40 
nos country made liquor brand "Captain"  weighting about 300 ml each, 
value  40/- each, total value Rs.1600/- , gross value of the recovered liquor 
is Rs.3100/-.The seized material handed over to Excise Department Deoghar 
for further legal action and disposal. 

 
116. Operation “NANHE FARISTE” 

Rescue of One Minor Boy 
On 22.05.2022, Officer And Staff Of RPF Post Jasidih During Routine Round 
Noticed One Minior Boy Aged About 14 Yrs. Was Sitting At PF 01 Of Jasidh  
Rly Station In Suspicious Condition. On being Asked The Mionor Boy 



Discoled His Namle As Binod Kumar, Male – 13yrs, S/O Mukedsh Paswan, 
R/O- Dhanbad, JH. Accordingly, the minor boy was rescued and brought to 
RPF Post. Further, the boy was handed over to Chiline deoghar after proper 
verification and documentation. 

 
117. Under operatin “AMANAT” 

Recovery of left behind mobile:- 
On 21.05.2022, during round of officers and staff of RPF Post Madhupur 
recovered one Mobile Phone (Honor 7C Blue) as unclaimed from the existing 
mobile charging point of PF No.02 of Madhupur Rly Station. On being asked 
several times but nobody came forward to claim the same. Accordingly the 
recovered mobile was brought to RPF Post Madhupur. On 23.05.2022 one 
person came at RPF/Post/Madhupur and disclosed his identity as Md. 

Shakil Sheikh, S/o-Yunis Sheikh, R/o Vill-Pasia, PS-Madhupur, Dist-
Deoghar(JH) and produced the documents of the said mobile phone. Value of 
mobile phone is Rs.10,000/-. The mobile phone was handed over to actual 
owner after proper verification and documentation. 

 
118. Under operation “NANHE FARISTE” 

Rescue of minor boy:- 

On 23.05.2022, on getting information from SCNL/Ranchi regarding one 
minor child namely Faiz Ansari aged about 17 yrs. was fled away from home 
by Train No.03597 (Ranchi-Asansol. Memu local). Officers and staff of RPF 
Post Asansol(W) attended the train on arrival at PF No.3 of Asansol Rly 
Station and rescued the said minor child and brought him to RPF Post 
Asansol(W). On being asked he disclosed his identity as Faiz Ansari,age 
about 17+ years, S/O-Aalam Ansari, R/O-Agru, PS-Ratu, Post-Biguliya, Dist- 
Ranchi, Jharkhand. Later on the said rescued child handed over to Child 
Line Asansol for further disposal.    

 
119. Under operatin “AMANAT 

Recovery of left behind mobile & Purse:- 
On 24.05.22 on duty staff of RPF Post Barachak noticed one old VIVO mobile 

and Purse which were fallen down from train no. 03681 (ASN-JAJ) 

passenger. Immediately rushed to the spot and recovered the same. 

Thereafter one person namely Arun Kumar Das, S/O Arjun Lal Das of Nutan 

Palli, Durgapur came to the RPF Post Barachak and claim the mobile phone 

& Purse. The recovered mobile phone and Purse was handed over to actual 

owner after proper verification and acknowledgement. Value of the recovered 



items is Rs.10,000/-. 

 

120. Under operation “SATARK” 
Recovery of liquor. 
On 25.05.22, on the basis of source information regarding carrying of liquor 
by T/No 18183 up on duty officers and staff of RPF Post Madhupur 
immediately attended the coach on arrival at PF No.02 of Madhpur Rly 
Station and detected 02 persons with their carrying plastic bag. On being 
asked he disclosed his identity as i) Harsh Kumar (M- 18) s/o Hari Om Shaw 
of vill + P.S- Barh, Dist- Patna(Bihar) & (ii) Boudhu Kumar(M-18 Yrs) S/O- 
Mochu Paswan of Vill- Pandarak, P.S-Barh, Dist- Patna (Bihar) but fail to 

give any satisfactory reply. On being checked  the bags and found 20 no's (10 
no's in each bag) foreign whisky liquors bottles brand “IMPERIAL BLUE ” 
weighting approx 750 ml each, total valued Rs. 13,200/-. After observing all 
legal formalities seized the recovered articles under proper seizure list in 
presence of available witnesses and arrested person taken into custody. Then 
after arrested person with seized materials brought to RPF Post Madhupur 
for further legal action. Later, after observing all legal formalities, both the 
arrested persons together with seized articles were forwarded to the Excise 
department/Deoghar for legal action. 

 

121. Under operatin “AMANAT 
On 25.05.2022 at about 20:45 hrs. an information received from 
SCNL/Asansol regarding on bag left behind in Train No.13030 DN at Asansol 
Rly Station. Officers and staff of RPF Post Andal(OL) attended the train on 
arrival at Andal Rly Station and recovered the bag. Accordingly recovered bag 
was brought to RPF Post Andal(OL). The bag was containing important 
papers, one mobile charger and wearing cloths. On 26.05.2022 one 
passenger namely Vishal Kumar, S/O Pappu Sharma of Khargitirashi, 
PS+Dist-Khagriya, Bihar came to this office and claimed the bag. The 
recovered bag was handed over to actual owner after proper verification and 

acknowledgment. Value of the recovered bag is Rs.4000/-. 
 

 

122. Under operation “SATARK” 
Recovery of Liquor:- 



On 27.05.2022, on basis of source information regarding illegal carrying of 
liquor in T/No. 12333 UP bibhuti Exp. Officers and staff of CIB/ASN and 
RPF/Post/MDP jointly checked the T/No. 12333 UP (Bibhuti Express) on 
arrival at PF No.2 of Madhupur Rly Station and noticed that one person 
standing with a pitthu bag and hand bag suspiciously near bathroom(GS 
Coach). On being asked he confessed that both bags loaded with containing 
country liquor bottles. Accordingly opened the bag and found 125 nos. 
country liquors bottles Brand  "Tunch"  300 ml each value Rs- 40/- each, 
total value 5000/- and seized the articles in presence of available witness. 
The said  person namely Anurag Kumar @ Aditya Kumar , M-18 yrs, S/O- 
Naresh Das of Vill- Gayachak, P.O- Kachari, P.S-Barabazar, Dist-Patna 
(Bihar) arrested and brought to RPF Post Madhupur. The arrested person 
and seized liquor was handed over to Excise Department, Deoghar for legal 
action. 

 

123. Recovery of Liquor:- 
On 27.05.2022, on the basis of secret source information regarding illegally 
carrying of liquor in GS coach of T/No 13331 up Patna-Intercity Exp. Officer 
and staff of RPF Post Madhupur attended the said train on arrival at PF 
No.02 of Madhupur Railway station and found that two nos. plastic bags 
were lying near bathroom of GS Coach as unclaimed. On being asked nobody 
came forward to claim for said plastics bags. On being checked the said bag, 
120 nos. country liquor (60 bottles in each bag) brand “Laila” weighting 
about 300 ml each, value  40/- each, total value Rs. 4800/- were found in 
said recovered plastic bag . Accordingly, seized the said recovered article 
under proper seizure list in presence of available witnesses. The seized 
articles were handed over to Excise Department Deoghar for legal action. 

 

124. Under operation “NANHE FARISTE” 

On 27.05.2022, getting information from Railmadad regarding “ ek lady 

kisi ladki ko bhaga kar le jaa rahi hai ladki ke liye help chahiye” in train no-
12304 DN (Purva Exp) in coach No B-2, bearth no-53. Officer and staff of 
RPF/Post Madhupur attended the said coach on arrival of the said train at 
Madhupur Rly station and detrained 02 nos. child (one boy Nitak Raj M/12 
years and one girl  Riya Patel F/15 both brother & Sister S/O Arbind Kumar 
Patel of vill-Laxamanpur PS Bikarmpur Dist-Rohtas Bihar) fled away  from 
his native place to his relative i.e Phua at Asansol. During journey one lady 
teacher namely Moushami Banarjee who was working as a dance teacher at 



Silver Grove School, Maheshpur, Varanasi, UP traveling from Patna to 
Burdwan with her Families. During journey she met with both child and 
provided breakfast to them. After conversation with both childs, it could be 
learnt that the matter was false i.e " Bhaga Kar le ja rahi h ladhki ko ". In 
this regard matter informed to child helpline Madhupur and Deoghr as well 
as relatives of children's. The both childs handed over to childline Deoghar 
for further legal action. 

 

125. Under operation “AMANAT” 
Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 28.05.2022, on getting information from SCNL/Asansol regarding left 
behind of bag of a passenger in coach No. D-14 of Train No. 12024 DN. 
officer and staff of RPF Post Asansol (W) attended the train on arrival at 
Asansol Rly Station and recovered the Plastic bag, containing Cloths, Potato 
& some eatable items and brought to RPF Post Asansol(W). Later, one person 
namely Bijay Sahani having PNR No. 6103413548 came to the post and 
claimed the bag. The recovered Plastic bag was handed over to the actual 
owner after proper verification and acknowledgment. Valued of the recovered 
bag is Rs.1500/-. 

 

126. Recovery of left behind bag:- 
On 28.05.2022, on getting information from SCNL/Asansol regarding left 
behind of bag of a passenger at Asansol Platform. officer and staff of RPF Post 
Asansol(W) attended the spot and recovered the bag, containing Cloths and 
brought to RPF Post Asansol(W). Later, one person namely Bishal Kumar, 
S/O Sumit  Sharma of Kelabagan, P.S,- Madhupur,  Dist- Deoghar, JH came 
to the post and claimed the bag. The recovered bag was handed over to the 

actual owner after proper verification and acknowledgment. Valued of the 
recovered bag is Rs.1000/-. 

 



127. Under operation “NANHE FARISTE” 
Rescue of minor boy:- 
On 28.05.2022, a minor boy crying on PF no. 2 & 3 of Chittaranjan Rly 
Station at about 21:00 hrs.  The boy introduced himself as John Basha, age-
13 years, S/o- Shaik Salim, mother's name- Shaik Saheema, resident of SC 
Colony, near Anakapalle Rail Station, Vishakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh has 
been rescued by officer and staff of RPF/OP/Chittranjan and brought to RPF 
Post Jamtara. Accordingly informed to child care & protection/Jamtara. On 
29.05.2022, the rescued mionr boy was handed over to Childline/Jamtara 
after proper verification and acknowledgement. 

 

128. Under operation “UPALABDH” 

Registration of case U/S 143 Rly Act:- 

On 28.05.2022, on the basis of secret source information officers and staff of 

RPF Post Sitarampur conducted a raid and drive with the assistance of Local 

Police Rupnarayanpur against Rly E-ticket  touting activities at Shop of 

SRESTHA COMPUTER, situated at HCL Road, West Rangamatia, 

Rupnarayanpur, PS-Salanpur, Dist-Paschim Bardhaman (WB). During such 

raid cum search, found owner of the shop namely Sudip Patnayak, M/39 

yrs., S/O Lt. Sudam Sakha Patnayak of East Rangamatia, Rupnarayanpur, 

PS-Salanpur, Dist-Paschim Bardhaman, W.B was present in the shop and on 

being asked about the decoy ticket and deep interrogation he accepted about 

the procurement a ticket from STN to HWH vide PNR No.6832199829 D.O.J 

01.06.2022, T/No.22388 DN, valued Rs.127.15 purched and sold to one 

person on extra money by using his personal user Id “srestha091”and he 

used to procure Rly e-Ticket and sold the same to different customers in lieu 

of extra money beyond printed value of e-ticket from his computer and 

mobile phone. He also stated that he is not authorised agent of IRCTC. On 

further checkingit is found in his Computer and Mobile that he procured 02 

nos. live Railway E-Tickets valued Rs. 127.15 and 04 Nos Past Journey 

tickets valued Rs. 2236.25/- and get print out copy of each ticket. On being 

asked Sudipto Pattanayak accepted that the above said tickets were procured 

by him. Subsequently, he admitted his guilt and disclosed that he is involved 

in procuring & supplying of Railway e-tickets by using personal user IDs for 

his personal gain. Further, he disclosed that srestha091, prahalad091, 

debasishari and friends091 arehis IRCTC personal user IDs which are being 

used by him for booking the Railway e-tickets in lieu of extra money than the 

printed value in the name of different persons. He also disclosed that he has 

used his e-mail ID prahaladrouth76@gmail.com, 

&sresthacomputer@gmail.com and mobile numbers 9434664979 (Jio) & 

8170032072 (Airtel) for getting the details of booked Rly e-ticket. 

Accordingly seized the articles under proper seizure list in presence of 

available witness and arrested the person. In this respect SIPF/Madan 

mailto:prahaladrouth76@gmail.com
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Paswan of RPF/POST/Sitarampur has submitted a complaint. On the basis 

of which a case vide no. 323/2022 Dated, 28.05.2022 U/S 143(i)(a) Railway 

Act, 1989 has been registered at RPF/POST/Sitarampur against arrested 

person. The arrested person was forwarded to Ld.CJM/Asansol for legal 

action on 29.05.2022. 

 

129. Under operation “NANHE FARISTE” 
Rescue of one minor girl:- 
On 30.05.2022, during round at Deoghar Rly Station officers and staff of RPF 
Post Jasidih noticed that one minor girl was sitting on Platfrom in suspicious 
manner. On being asked she disclosed her identity as Archana Kumari, 
M/13 yrs., D/O Dhaneshwar Mandal of Bhualapur, PO-Tatehpur, PS-
Nathnagar, Dist-Bhagalpur Bihar and also informed that she had run away 
from her house without any intimation. Accordingly she was rescued and 
was handed over to Child line Deoghar after proper verification and 
documentation. 

 

130. Under operation “SEWA” 
On 30.05.2022, Train No.03533 UP while was passing through from Khana 
Link Cabin at about 08:00 hrs. then on duty officer and staff of RPF Post 
Panagarh noticed that one male person aged about 65 yrs. fallen down from 
running train at KM No.122/15-16 in between Khana Link Cabin and Khana 
Rly Station and sustained injury. Immediately officers and staff of RPF Post 
Panagarh attended the spot and immediately shifted to BMC Hospital 
Barddhaman for treatment. On being asked, he disclosed his identity as 
Dinbondhu Pabi, S/O Late Bhupendra Nath Pabi of Bansujapur, PO-
Goligram, PS-Galsi, Dist-Purbo Bardhaman, W.B. SM/KLC issued memo in 
this regard. 



 

 

131. Under operation “NANHE FARISTE” 
On 30.05.2022 at about 23:15 hrs information received from member of 
CWC/Deoghar through Child Line Deoghar regarding a group of minor child 
were dispatched from Godda and nearby village area towards Chinbasa by 

Train via Jasidih Station and it’s required to be verified. On receipt of 
information on duty officer officers and staff of RPF Post Jasidih attended at 
Jasidih PF no.01 and noticed that 06 nos. adult persons namely (1) Md. 
Zainul Abedin, M(74 yrs), S/O- Lt. Md. Tajuddin, R/O- Gram Khurd 
Shankhi, PO- Basantrai, Dist- Godda, Jharkhand, (2) Jamal Ansari, M(37 
yrs), S/O- Amiruddin Ansari, R/O- Ghat Bhangabandh, PO- Lahati, PS- 
Mahgama, Dist- Godda, Jharkhand, (3) Md. Taslim Mansuri, M(33 yrs), S/O- 
Md. Majir Mansuri, R/O- Gram- Baghakol, PO- Basantri, PS- Basantri, Dist- 
Godda, Jharkhand, (4) Madabir Ansari, M(34 yrs), S/O- Sazid Ansari, R/O- 
Gram- Khatrai, PO- Motiya, Dist- Godda, Jharkhand, (5) Hakim Ansari, M(22 
yrs), S/O- Jahid Ansari, R/O- Ghat Bhangabhand, PO- Lahati, Dist- Godda, 
Jharkhand, (6) Arsad Ansari, M(18 yrs), S/O- Majir Ansari, R/O- Gram- Mal 
Bhagabandh, PO- Lahati, PS- Mahagama, Dist- Godda, Jharkhand  
accompany with 41 nos. minor children were present near main entry gate of 
Jasidih PF No.01 having intend to make journey as per their schedule 
towards Chinbasa by Katihar-Tata Nagar Express (28182). In view of 
verification of information managed to those 06 adult persons with 41 minor 
aged children. During verification all the children are identified as per their 
Adhaar Card and also 06 adult persons disclosed that they are going to 
Chinbasa with 41 minor aged children for admission of those children in 
“Madrasa” having with the consent of their parents but they have no any 
written under taking from parents in favour of those children. Also they have 
no any documentary proof about their admission in Madrasa or any 
administrative order/permission to carry a huge numbers of children from 
one place to another place. Thereafter, all the minor children kept under 
observation with proper care and supplied food and water at 
RPF/Post/Jasidih and matter was apprised to CWC/Deoghar and Child 
Line/Deoghar for further verification and then made contact with parents of 
children. On further verification noticed that the children and their 
accompanied holding proper journey tickets. However as per guideline all the 
children put up before CWC/Deoghar through Child Line/Deoghar for 
further verification and disposal. 



 

132. Under operation “UPALABDH” 
On 31.05.2022 a raid and search has been conducted by the officers and 
staff of RPF/Post/Jasidih in the shop –cum- Travel Agency namely “”Fatima 
Tour & Travel” at about 12.30 hrs to onward. During raid and search officers 
and staff noticed that one person namely Astab Ansari, M/34 yrs., S/O Astul 
Ansari of Jhalar, PS-Mohanpur, Dist-Deoghar, Jharkhand was engaged with 
Laptop, Computer in the said shop. On being asked he disclosed that he is 
an authorized agent of IRCTC Agency Certificate No- IRCTC/ 
WSGLDPL10772 (RSP) and Agent ID “PW191506780” and Password 
“Abbas@9971” and also he admitted that he was engaged with procuring of 
Railway reservation e-tickets through personal user ID and supplying the 
same to another persons in lieu of hike price of Rs. 500/- to 600/- per 
passenger on total fare for his personal gain by using COVID Tatkal Software 
ID. On search 10 nos old tickets worth Rs.11481.00, one mobile, one laptop, 
13 personal user id were seized. In this connection a case vide no.2720/22 
dated 31.05.2022 U/S 143 Rly Act. has been registered at RPF Post Jasidih. 
The arrested person has been forwarded to Ld.RJM/Madhupur for further 
legal action. 

 

133. Under operation “AMANAT” 
31.05.2022, on getting information from SCNL/Asansol regarding one left 
behind bag of a passenger in T/No: 03542. Officers and staff of RPF Post 
Asansol(W) attended the said train on arrival at Asansol Rly Station and 
recovered the same. The said bag containing power bank, laptop charger and 
few new clothes valued Rs.7000/- . Subsquently the recovered bag was 

handed over to the actual owner namely Rakesh Kr. Shaw, M/35 yrs , S/O 
Arun Shaw of Borabasti, P.O.Nabaghar, P.S. Barbara, Dist- Dhanbad, JH 
after proper verification and  acknowledgment. 



 

134. Under operation “AMANAT” 
On 31.05.2022, on getting information from Scnl/Asansol regarding one left 
behind Tolley bag of a passenger in T/No 12988 (Coach No/B-6, berth No. 
12,17,20). Officers and staff of RPF Post Asansol(W) attended the said train 
on arrival at Asansol Rly Station and recovered the same. The said bag 
containing new Shari and clothes valued Rs-5000/- . Subsequently the 

recovered bag was handed over to actual owner namely Bharat Kumar Jain -
M-age-63years.s/o-late Motilal Jain. R/o-25,Bramasthaly.p.s-Dangerpur. 
Dist-Dangerpur. Rajsthan after proper verification and all acknowledgment.  

 
135. Under operation “SATARK” 

On 31.05.2022, at about 18:20 hrs, during preventive check at Durgapur 
Railway station by officers and staff of RPF Post Durgapur and noticed that 
04 nos. of hand bag are lying as unclaimed on Platform No-03 under the Foot 
Over Bridge of Durgapur Rly Station, where on being asked from the 
passengers no claimant came forward to claim the said hand bags. 
Accordingly, all the bags were checked and found (i) 02 nos. of Officers 
Choice Whisky, 750 ml each, Valued Rs. 500x2=Rs. 1,000/- and 87 nos. of 
Officers choice whisky Pouch 180 ml each Value Rs130x87= 11310/- kept in 
Shanti Pan Masala printed Plastic bag, (ii) 45 nos. of Budweiser Lager Beer, 
500 ml each, Valued Rs 115x45= 5175/- kept in Green Colour hand bag, 
Total value of the seized Liquor is Rs 17485/-. Therefore all the articles were 
seized on the spot under a proper seizure list in presence of available 
witnesses and brought to RPF Post Durgapur. Therefore, the above seized 
liquor were handed over to Excise Superintendent Kanksa Circle on 
01.06.2022 for further course of action. 

 

136. Operation “SEWA” 
Assistance to ill person 
On 31.05.2022, at about 15:00 hrs a memo was received from Dy. SM 
Durgapur regarding lying of an ill person on north side booking counter shed 
of Durgapur Railway Station. On receipt of information, officers and staff of 
RPF Post Durgapur immediately attended the place and shifted the ill person 
to S.D.Hospital Bidhannagar and admitted to bed no. 48 of Male Medical 
Ward for necessary treatment. The ill person has been identified as Kattick 



Sutar M-40 yrs of Lakhi Kantapur, PS-Mandir Bazar, Dist-South 24 
Paraganas. 

 

 


